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Abstract
INTEGRABILITY AND POISSON STRUCTURES OF THREE 
DIMENSIONAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS AND EQUATIONS 
OF HYDRODYNAMIC TYPE
Hasan Ciimral 
Ph. D. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Yavuz Nutku 
November 1992
We show that the Poisson structure of completely integrable 3 dimensional 
dynamical systems can be defined in terms of an integrable 1-form. We shall 
take advantage of this fact and use the theory of foliations in discussing the 
geometrical structure underlying complete and partial integrability. Techniques 
for finding Poisson structures are presented and applied to various examples such 
as the Halphen system which has been studied as the two monopole problem by 
Atiyah and Hitchin. We shall show that the Halphen system can be formulated in 
terms of a flat SL{2, /i)-valued connection and belongs to a non-trivial Godbillon- 
Vey class. On the other hand, for the Euler top and a special case of 3- 
species Lotka-Volterra equations which are contained in the Halphen system as 
limiting cases, this structure degenerates into the form of globally integrable bi- 
Hamiltonian structures. The globally integrable bi-Hamiltonian case is a linear 
and the sb structure is a quadratic unfolding of an integrable 1-form in 3 -f 1 
dimensions. We shall show that the existence of a vector field compatible with 
the flow is a powerful tool in the investigation of Poisson structure and present
some new techniques for incorporating arbitrary constants into the Poisson 1- 
form. This leads to some extensions, analoguous to q-extensions, of Poisson 
structure. We shall find that the Kermack-McKendrick model and some of its 
generalizations describing the spread of epidemics as well as the integrable cases 
of the Lorenz, Lotka-Volterra, May-Leonard and Maxwell-Bloch systems admit 
globally integrable bi-Hamiltonian structure.
In the second part, we complete the discussion of the Hamiltonian structure 
of 2-component equations of hydrodynamic type by presenting the Hamiltonian 
operators for Euler’s equation governing the motion of plane sound waves of finite 
amplitude and another quasi-linear second order wave equation. There exists a 
doubly infinite family of conserved Hamiltonians for the equations of gas dynamics 
which degenerate into one, namely the Benney sequence, for shallow water waves. 
We present further infinite sequences of conserved quantities for these equations. 
In the case of multi-component equations of hydrodynamic type, we show that 
Kodama’s generalization of the shallow water equations admits bi-Hamiltonian 
structure.
We present a simple way of constructing the second Hamiltonian operators for 
N-component equations admitting some scaling properties. Using dimensional 
analysis we are led to an Ansatz for both the Hamiltonian operator as well 
as the conserved quantities in terms of ratios of polynomials. The coefficients 
of these polynomials are determined from the Jacobi identities. The resulting 
bi-Hamiltonian structure of Kodama equations consists of generalization of the 
Cavalcante-McKean’s work for the shallow water waves.
The Kodama reduction of the dispersionless-Boussinesq equations and the 
Lax reduction of the Benney moment equations are shown to be equivalent by 
a symmetry transformation. They can be cast into the form of a triplet of 
conservation laws which enable us to recognize a non-trivial scaling symmetry. 
The choice of the Hamiltonian density lor the second Hamiltonian structure is 
a crucial step and the analysis of recursion relations becomes necessary. The 
resulting bi-Hamiltonian structure generates three infinite sequences of conserved 
densities.
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özet
h i d r o d i n a m i k  t u r  d e n k l e m l e r i n  v e  u ç  b o y u t l u
DİNAMİK SİSTEMLERİN POISSON YAPILARI VE
ÇÖZÜLEBİLİRLİĞİ
Hasarı Güırıral 
Matematik Doktora 
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Yavuz Nutku 
Kasım 1992
Uç boyutlu dinauıik si.stemlerin Poisson yapılarının çözülebilir 1-formlarla 
tanımlanabileceği gösterildi. Bundan yararlanılarak tam ve kısmi çözülebilirliğin 
geometrik tartışmasında yapraklarna teorisi kullanıldı. Fizik ve biyolojiden 
değişik sistemlerin Poisson yapılarının bulunmasıyla ilgili yöntemler geliştirildi. 
Atiyalı ve Hitcliin’in iki tek-kutup probleminde çalıştıkları Halphen sisteminin 
SL{2,R) değerli düz bağlantı formlarıyla formüle edilebileceği ve bu yapının 
sıfırdan farklı Godbillon-Vey değişmezi olduğu gösterildi. Öte yandan, Halphen 
sisteminin limit durumları olan Enler to|)acı ve Lotka-Volterra denklemlerinde 
bu yapı tam çözülebilir iki-Ilamiltonlu yajjıya dönüşmektedir. Tam çözülebilir 
iki-llamiltonlu yapı ve s /2 yapısı üç boyutta çözülebilen 1-formun 3+1 boyutta 
birinci ve ikinci dereceden açılımları olarak elde edilebilir. Dinamik vektör 
alanıyla aynı teğet düzleminde bulunan bir vektör alanının varlığının Poisson 
yapılanımı araştırılmasında önemli bir araç olduğu ve Poisson 1-formuna rasgele 
sabitler takabilmenin yöntemleri gösterildi. Bu durum Lie cebirlerinde olduğu gibi 
Poisson yapılarının da deformasyonuna neden olmaktadır. Salgın hastalıkların
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yayılımıyla ilgili Kermack-McKeııdrick modelinin ve keyfi bir fonksiyon içeren 
genelleştirilmesinin, Lorenz modelinin çözülebilir durumlarının, Lotka-Volterra, 
May-Leonard ve Maxwell-Bloch sistemlerinin tam çözülebilir iki-Hamiltonlu 
yapıları oldukları gösterildi.
ikinci kısımda ilk olarak sonlu genlikli düzlem ses dalgalarının Euler 
denklemi ile bir başka yarı-doğrusal ikinci dereceden dalga denkleminin Hamilton 
operatörleri bulunarak, iki-bileşenli hidrodinamik türden denklemlerin Hamilton 
yapıları tamamlandı. Gaz dinamiği denklemlerinin iki tane olan sonsuz korunan 
büyüklükler ailesi, sığ su dalgalarında bire inmektedir. Bu denklemler için yeni 
sonsuz korunum yasaları bulundu. Hidrodinamik türden çok bileşenli denklemler 
olan Kodama’nm sığ su dalgalarını genelleştiren denklemlerinin iki-Hamiltonlu 
tam çözülebilir sistemler olduğu gösterildi. N-bileşenli Kodama denklemlerinin 
ikinci Hamilton operatörlerinin bulunmasıyla ilgili bir yöntem geliştirildi. Burada 
boyut analizi ile Hamilton operatörleri ve korunan büyüklükler için rasyonel 
polinomlarda Ansatzlar yazılabilmektedir. Polinomlarm katsayıları ise Jacobi 
özdeşliğinden bulunmaktadır. Sonuçta elde edilen iki Hamiltonlu yapılar Caval- 
cante ve McKean’in sığ su dalgaları için buldukları yapının genelleştirilmesidir.
Boussinesq denkleminin özel bir durumundan ve Beimey denkleminden elde 
edilen üç bileşenli hidrodinamik türden denklemlerin bir dönüşümle aynı oldukları 
gösterildi. Denklemler boyut analizi yönteminin uygulanabileceği korunum 
yasaları halinde yazıldı. Ancak, bu sistem için ikinci Hamilton yapısının Hamilton 
fonksiyonunun seçimi açık olmadığından tekrarlama bağıntısının da irdelenmesine 
gerek duyuldu. Böylece kurulan iki-Hamiltonlu yapının üç tane sonsuz korunan 
büyüklükler ailesi ürettiği gösterildi.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1 liis tliesis coiir.erns witli the cpiestion o( coni|.)let;e integral. i^lity of nonlinear 
evolution equations, in ];articular those ol hydrodynamics tv])e. and dynamical 
systems in thi‘ee dimension. This, and the discussions in the sequel will show 
that, it must necessarily lie divided into two [larts. Among various techniques to 
investigate the complete integraliility. sonu' of whi('li a.i*(‘ i*elat('d tf) each other, 
the one we sliall use is the l-lamiltonian IVamework.
The traditional Hamiltonian rormulation^’“ whose both theory and appli- 
Ccitions are well known, make use of the natural s\'m]ilectic structure on the 
cotangent Inindle ol the |)ha.se Sjiace ol tli(^  system under investigation via 
definition of tlie canonical coordinates. ddiis rec|uires the ])hase space to 
be even dimensional. The Hamiltonian formalism ca.n lie extended to odd 
dimensional s]iaces liy taking the Poisson liracket as basic object, instead of 
canonical coordinates. In fact, this is tlie lieart of tlie generalization of the 
Hamiltonian formulation t,o systems with infinite d(\grees of freedom, that is 
evolution equations.· *^  ^ 1 he I'esulting non-ca.nonical Hamiltonian formalism is
defined by a bi-vector whicli is an element of the second exterior [lower of the 
tcingent bundle, and is known as Poisson structure.
On the otlier hand, by taking a bi-vector as a fundamental oliject, one 
loses the underlying symplectic geometry defined by the .symplectic two-form 
of the canonical Hamiltonia.n formalism a.nd there arises the question that what
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algebraic and geometric structure  ^ can one ol.)tain from a In-vectoi·?. For the 
liydrodynainic type^  evolution ecjua.tions wliicli we sliall study in tlie second 
|)art, tlds question was answeied l)y Dul)rovin and Novikov l.)y associating a 
flat Riemannian metric for each Hamiltonian o|)erator of hydrodynai'nic ty])eN’  ^
VVe sliall show that the underlying geometric structure for the dynamical systems 
ill three dimension is ])rovided by the foliation theoryN In three, dimension the 
matrix of bi-vector is equivalent to a 1 -form and the Jacobi identity will be 
recognized as the condition for tliis 1 -form to define a foliation of codimension 
one. The com|.)letely integral)le cases lor tliis 1 - 1(я-т in the sense of FroI.)eidus  ^
will enalde us to set a one to one corres])onden('e l)etwe('n l\;isson structures and 
the conserved quantities. When the Poisson structure admits a. nonintegrable 
integrating factor, known as Wilson line ‘^^  in |)hysics, tJie foliation on the ])hase 
s].)ace involves three 1 -forms which satisfy .s/2 Maurer-(Jartan e q u a t io n s .S u c h  
foliation has an invariant 3 -fonri known as (Jodbilloii-Vey iin'ariant,''^ which in 
three dimension coincides with the invariant volume element. In this case the 
two codimension one folia,tion are associa,t(4.1 with iKUi-local consi'rvcvl (juaiitities. 
We shall further show that the two geometric structures on the phase space 
which arise from the interpretations of tlu^  l·Vol)enius theorem, namely the 
Liouville integrable^’^  and .s/2 cases can l.)e realized in tlie first and second order 
iiiifoldings '^ ’^ "^' of a codimensioii one foliation in J+ 1  dimension.
From a dual viewpoint, a codiiiK'iision one foliation can also l.)e defined, in 
three dimension, by two vector fields satisfying a compa.tibility condition.^*' We 
shall sliow that existence of a vector field com])atible with tlu^  flow of dynamical 
s\'stem is a |)owerful tool in th(^  investigation of 14)isson structures and as a 
by].)roduct we shall present a metliod of finding coiist'rved (|uaiitities for dynamical 
systems admitting a com].)atible vc'ctor field.
On the algebraic side, it has l)een known since tlie time of Lie' that when 
the Poisson structure of a dynamical system is linear which is the so called 
Lie-Poisson structure, there is a finite dimensional Lie algebra on (the dual of) 
which one can realize the dynamical system under considerationP'^’’^  However, 
as we shall illustrate by a huge amount of examples, the Poisson structures of
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three dimensional dynainiea.l systems are already much more comjilicated and 
nonlinear. Because ol its nonliiK'ar na.tuie. the Poisson slriictui*e has an intrinsic 
delormatimi striictnr(' in itsí'lí. This. toy;(M,lu‘r vvitli an in\’ai‘ianc(' |)ro|)(n-ty (d’ the 
Jacolh identity will allow ns to show that the sim|>le classical dynamical systems 
may posse>s algehi-a.ic structure's which are deformations of iinite diiiu'nsiojial Lie 
algehi'as. ^
We shall show tha.t lor three dimensional dynamical systems the l:)i- 
Hamiltonian structure does not im])ly in general', com].dete integralulity (in the 
sense ol Liouville). Tins is ('ontrar\' to the case foj· infinité degi'ec's of freedoUi 
where altlnnigh there is no i-igoi'ous delinition of integi'alhlity, l.)i-IlaMiiltonian 
systems are considered to l)e completely iiilegralde foi- the I’eason W(' slia.ll explain 
l.^ elow.^  ^ In la('t. dynamicxil systems can alw’ays l)e given a local hi-Mamiltonian 
sti'ucture anid the system is Liouville conijdetely intc'gi'a.lde il this structure can la:· 
extended giol.^ally. ddius the c|i.iestion ol ].)artial and/or com].)lete integralhlity of 
three dimensional dynamical systems becomes a cohomological pioI)lem. Using 
foliation theory we shall show that th<' nontrivial odd dimensional (first and 
third) cohomology classes constitute oijstructions to the integrability in the sense 
of Liouville.
Reterring to tlie literalui*e· “^’' (or a rigorous theory of Hamiltonian ni(d>hods 
foi· systems with inhiiite do'grees of freedom ba.sed on tlu' so called foritial 
variational calculus and a geometric theory of ];artial rliflerentia.l ecpiations on 
jet spaces, we draw the tollovving correspondence with tlie finite dimensional 
case for convenience. The non-canonical Hamiltonian structure of evolution 
equations ai’e delined by a skew adjoint (with respe('t to If^  noi-m, matrix 
O Í )  dilfereiitial o])era.tors which a.ssociat(‘s a fujictional l)i-\(‘(To!* in the second 
exterior power (d the tangi'iit In.iiidle ol ilu' jet S|.)ace. The grcidi(U)t op(^ rat(>»r 
and the Hamiltonia.jj huK'tion are re|)laced by the Ruler operatoi' (variational 
deri\'ative) aini equivalence class ol Hamiltonian functions u]) to divergence, 
that is a lunctional. Note that, la'ing delined lyy a skew a.djoint diilerential 
operator sulyject to the Jacobi identit\y contrary to a scalar ordinary differentia! 
erp.iation, tlie Hamiltonian structure ol scalar evolution equations ai*e higlih'
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nontrivial. Much work has l)cen done concerning the Hamiltonian structure 
ol 1 IItegral.)l(.' soliton ecjuations a.nd th(' sca.lai* llciiiiiltoiuan o|)erators are now 
being (d ass ih i 'd .T lie  exl c'iitiou ol Ja('ol.)i id(‘nt ity. or tlu' Schouto'n Ijracket^’'^ 
of l)i-vectoi*s, lor infinite d(\gi*ees of freedom is quite nontrix'ial ainl an efficient 
computationa.l algorithm which uses i 1k‘ th(‘ory of functional multi-vectors can be 
found in G iv er .W e  shall not |)resent this although nontrivial In.ii straightforward 
verilication of the Jacoln identities for the Hamiltonian operators found in this 
work.
The role of 1 la.miltonian ioianalism in tlie tiu'ory of integraide systeiViS 
have been well recognized alter tlu' la.movis theoi*em of Magri."^ *^  Na.mely  ^ for 
systems admitting two distinct and com|;atible (two HamiItonian o|.)era.toi‘s 
ai'e com])atil)le il their limxn· comlnnation is also a Hamiltonian o})erator) 
Hamiltonian structures, one can define a recursion o])eiaitor whicli generates 
infinite sequence of conserved quantities. Idtus, casting a system into bi- 
Hamiltonian form is an elegant way ol ])roving its coniplete integrability in a 
sense analogous to the Lionville int ('gra.bility of finite dimensiona.l s\-stenis.
1 he Hamiltonian structure of erp.iations ol hydre^dvnamic ty])e have l.)een 
first introduced by Duijrovin and .Novikov '^*' loi' e(|uati(nis ol slow modidation 
resulting from averaging com])let('ly int(ggi*al.)le scalar soliton ecpiations. In a 
seines ol ].)a|)ers,^  ^ Xutku and Ins c(dloba.rators hax'e shown that tlie long
standing (|uasi-linear second order e(|iiations ca.n lie cast into I he form of 
two-com])onent hydrod\'namic tv])(' (equations and they admit at least ([ua.dri- 
Hamiltonian structure. We first conqdete these two-component hierarchy realized 
in the generalized gas dynamics equations l.yy pi’esenting tlje multi-Ha,miltonian 
stn.icture ol two more equi'itions. These are generic equations^"' ha\fng multi- 
Hamiltonia.n structure in the class ol second on.ler quasi-linear ecpiations not 
involving mixed i)artial derivatives. We shall a.lso |;resent new hiei*arcliies of 
conserved quantities lor two-component systems whicli hav’e l)een miss(id in tlie 
early discussions of these eciuations.
We then turn to the discussion of multi-component s\’stems of hydrodynamic 
type and the question of constructing bi-Hamiltonian strinMures for them.
('hapter I. Introduction
Therci arc sevcra.l ways to construct Hamiltonian operators much of which are 
based on some algebraic techniques from Lie tljeory and/or theory of pseudo- 
diilerentia.l o p e r a t o r s . V V e  shall develo|)e a sim|.)le c(;ml)iiiatorial method to 
find the Hamiltonian operators o( a wide class o( multi-com])onent systems of 
hydrod\'na.mic which posso'sses souk  ^ symiiK'try prcq^ ertices. Lsing this we
shall pro\'(' th(‘ com])l(‘t(' ¡nt(\gi-abiliry of a multi-com])oiUMit extiuitioii of classical 
shallow water waves obtain 0^ :1 from dispersion less- Kadomtsev- Petviashvili
equation by Kodama.’^ ^^
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Poisson structure of dynamical 
systems with three degrees of 
freedom
A siir|)i'isin‘;ly Iciryc numl)('i· u( W('ll-kno\vn (|yi.iaiiii('a.l sysirms willi .’i degrees 
of freedom in pliysics and hiology a.dmit bi-Mamiltonian structure. Perha|.)s the 
earliest and cei'tainly the liest known exaiiijde of this tx’jie uf struetui*e can be 
found in Naml.)u’s disnissioii'^* ()f tlie tri-axial top. ddie theory of non-ca.nonical 
11 ainiltonia.n (oianahsm pi-o\’id(\s the general iranu'work lor iIk'sc' discussions and 
we releí' to Olverks liook'  ^ lor an ex|.)Osition of this sul.)ject.
Heciuitly, Nutku' '^· ·^  ^ liad ])resent('d the Id-Hamiltonian structure of a 
I'estricteij class of 3-S])ecies Lotka-Volterra ec|nations '^·' and the Kei'mack- 
McKendi'ick model· '^  ^ governing tlie s[)r(Xid of epidemics. Thesi* are 3 dimensional 
dynamica.l systems. Iwom the ])oint of view of Hamiltonian structure the most 
fundamental pro|)erty of dynamical systems with 3  degrees of freedom is the 
con formal i.nvarianrc of ll/c Jacobi idinUtits.
We sha.ll formulate the l^oisson structure of dynamical sx’stems with 3 degrees 
ot freedom using differential forms. In 3 dimensions tlie matrix of Hamiltonian 
structure functions is ec|uivalent to a 1 -form which will lie called the Poisson 1 - 
torm. The adva,ntage of this formulation lies in the manifestation of the Ja.cobi
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ido'.ntity as the criterion for an integrable l-form which makes it possible to use 
the theorem of hVoljenius. Thus for 3 diirunisiuiial dyna.mical systeiiis there is a 
corres|)oiideijc(' betwcMm l\)isson strnctui'e and lo('a.lly iiitegra.ble l-hnins which 
define a. foliation of co-dimension 1 . The geonu'trical ol.) ject underlying the study 
of th(' ];ljase s|)ace (d ‘5-dimensiona.l dyna.iiucal systems a.î‘e these İVdiaticnıs. We. 
sha.ll show that l.lie theory ol unlolding ol iliese Foliations pianddi's a unifiiui 
framework for uinhcrstandiiig the geometrical structure of |)hase si^ace.
We shall ];resent a numl.)er of techniques for finding the Poisson 1 - forms for a 
given 3 -dimensional dyna,mical system whidi ai4 ‘ based on conforma.l iiu’ariance. 
One of the consequences of this a];)|.)roacli is (lie a|)|)earance of arlntrary constants 
in Poisson structure which is familiar IVoni q-exlension. We sl.ia.ll ex]dicitly 
show the corres])ondance l.)etween conqiatible vector fi('lds a.nd l.)i-llamiltonian 
structure for some si.)ecial cases which lends further su|.)|)oi‘t to a conjecture by 
Crammati(.x)S ct The use o{' such teclinii|ues will enal.)le us to exhifiit the bi- 
Hamiltonian structui*e of Max well-Blocli;^·' May-Leonaixl,’^ '^ the Loi'enz’^ ' model 
in the limits of zero and very lai'ge Reynolds numbei's. tin.' Ilalplu'ii sysiem’^ ''^  
which is the same as the two-mono].)ole sysiem' '^"^  and Vcirious gemu-alizations 
of the Ktuiriack-McKendrick model for epid(*mics.'‘  ^ We sliall also complete a 
])artial list of com])atil')le Lie-Poisson structures tlia.t was given lyy 131aszak and 
Woj ciechowski.*“
2.1 Poisson structure
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'I'he. l.)asir ol.)ject of Haniiltoniaii systems is the ]\)isson braeket. It enables ns 
to deline Poisson structure. I'br finite dimensional dynamical systems sym]dectic 
structure, can only be defined on even dimensional manifolds, vvliereas no such 
resti'ictions are re(iuir(.;d for I'oisson structuie. lnde<id, in even dimensions Poisson 
and symplectic structures are just duals of each other and they a.])p('ar together 
in tlie study of Ihuniltonian structures of infinite dimensional systems. For a. 
irrecise mathematical theory of Poisson structure and related topics we refer to 
.Abraham and Marsden,* Libermann and Maile." Kosmann-Schwarzlmch,'^ Olver'^
and the references therein. Here vve shall only give tlie necessary definitions in 
order to proceed.
.A. I^oisson sti’ucture is defined f^ y specilying the In-vector
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© = Л ~¿ ()x· c)x·' 0 . 1)
and the ])a.iring of 0  with lli(.‘ diUVncnitials of functicnis f\(.i gives the F\)isson 
bracket
dF AdC  ( 0 )  -  {F ,C }  (2.2)
where A sta.nds foi‘ l.lje e.\t('rior |.)r(:n.luct and d is tin* exl('iiui· deriva.tiV('. The 
\anishing of the Schonten bracket
[ © , © ] - o , (2.3)
which is a tiTvector, is eciuiva.lent to the satisfaction of the Jacold identities by 
the Poisson l.)rac.ket. .As it is evident from its definition, lA)isson structure satisfies 
the Lie algel)ra a.xioms of skew symmetry and Ja.colri id('ntity. To our knowledge 
this coi'respondance has only l)een clarified for the linear case which gives rise to 
Lie-Poisson striK.’.ture. We shall find tha.t this classificaXion must !)(‘ c.xtcndc.di to 
include affine Lie algel;)ras and their non-linear generalizations l.)ecause Poisson 
bixicket structures a|)propriate to physically interesting 3 -component dynamical 
s\’ste]iis are already much moi’e com|.)licated tha.n 3 -dimensional Lie-Poisson 
structures. In j)ai-ticular, we shall find (3xam|)les of homogcnu'ous (piadratic 
Poisson l.)ra.cket algel>ras of Skyhinin*·  ^ as well as tljeir natural generaliza.tions.
2.2 Dynamical systems
VVe ,slui.ll c'.oii.sider a 3 dinu'n.sioiial niaiiifold Ad and ,su])])o.se that then' exi,st,s 
a vector held X  on T M  wliidi gives the How Гог a dynaniical s,ysteius with 3 
degree.s of freedoin. In ternrs of local coordinates
X
у
(.'Iui¡jí(4' 2. Poisson struct uro oí (lynaiuicnl systems
which is assumed to l)e diilereiitial)le. VVe shall l)e interested in tlie i^aths x : 
11 —> M  Го1‘ which
¿ x  =  X ( x ) .  (2.5)
tlie tangent vector coincirh's with the given \'ector held X. These' trajectories will 
he given l.)V x = -(O) local ccjordinatc' system. W’e shall sn];].)Ose
that the dyna.mical systenn under considérât ion admits cons('i-V(‘d rjuaiitities wlrich 
satisfy
X ( / / ) = : 0  (2 .6 )
where' II is the Mainiltoiiian function. Since' we shall l>e dealing with inteygrable 
systems, this e.'(|uation ciin l.)e sol\*ed l.yy the method ol characteristics and 
the' general se)lntion for /7 will l.)e an arl.htrar}  ^ Innction ol two (niictionally 
inde|)enelent solutions e)f the' Pfalf system
(lx
Y
(}y_
Y
ih
у
(*T7)
whir:li is going to admit, an inte'gra.ting la.eMoi' A/. VVe shall aS'^ niîK-' that tliere' 
exists two functionally independent solutie r^is of ecjs.(2.7) which will l.)e referred 
to as fuiif.lamental e'oiisei've'e.l e|uantities andı eienoted l.)y //] .  Hi- The' integi'ating 
factor M  is sometimes also called tlie multiplier of the system and it has the 
geome'trical meaning e)f an in\’a.i*iant density for the spare' eui wiiich the lle)W X  
is elehiied. I'liis will l.)ecome' evident in the discussion e)f Liouville's theorem. cj\ 
e(j.(2 .2 ()) l.)e'low. The invaiTint volume' element will iTerefoie' l.)e* (ieline'd as
'd = eij/C clx^  Л dx·^  Л dx‘ 
= M (lx Л dy Л dz
( 2 .8 )
wliere is the completely skew Le\n-(uvita tensor deiisit}’ with e. 1 23  =  +A7.
(¡iven a dyna.mi(,'al system, tlie |)rinci])al prol.>lem in determining its Poisson 
strui.'.lure eonsists of iinding the a.])|)re)|>riate matrix of stiuc.t,ure' functions 
But in 8 dimensions it is m(.)re convenient to deal witli the 1 -form
.7 = <  © , dx A dy A dz (2.9)
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which will he called the Poissoii l-forin. The s}’ml.)ol < . > denotes contraction. 
The ecjuations of motion oi djmamical systems that admit Hamiltonian structure 
are ex|.u*essil.)le in the forni
< X  , -id >= J A dll . (2.JO)
'riiere ai‘(' va.rious ri'strictions on dynamica.l systems with o d('grees of freedom 
whicii admit Hamiltonian stnicture that can ultimately l)e traced l)ack to 
dimensional rea.sons. First of all, the structui'e matrix cannot l.)e inverted
l.)ecause we are í.l·-‘aΓmg with an odd-dimensional system. Fiirlliermore, we find 
that
7 ( X ) - 0  (2 . 1 1 )
and of course ec|.(2.()) follow as identities. On the other hand in 3 dimensions 
sim])liiications occur l.M-'caiise the .]a.col.)i itlentities reduce to a single equation 
which is given hy the 3 -form
J Add = 0 (2.12)
and J satisfying this condition is delined to he a Poisson 1 -fonn. Tlie coeificient of 
the volume 3 -foiin in eq.(2 . 1 2 ) is just the triple scalar ])rodiict of vector ana.lysis. 
It is obvious that the expression (2.12) for the Jacobi identity is invariant under 
the midtii)lication ol J by an arl.)itrary confoi'mal factor. Idiat is, if J is a Poisson 
l-lonu and J {x) is an arl.Pitrary dilferential)le function of its ai’guments, then
J A dJ f  \] A dJ, (2.13)
that is, the ])roduct f { x ) J  is also a. Poisson 1 -form. Hence for dyna.mical systems 
with 3 degrees of freedom the Jacol.)i identities are invariant under arbitrary 
conformal transformations of the Poisson 1 -form. The confonnal invariance of the 
Jacobi identities lea.ds to the possilulity of including arl)itrary constants in Poisson 
1 -forms for 3 -dimensional Hamiltonian systems. We shall ])res(mt a method for 
tl'je construction of Poisson 1 -forms which de].)end on an arbitrai*y function of the 
lundamental consei'ved ciuantities in section 2.7.
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A dynamical system admits l)i-llamiltoniaii stiaicture if t lnn'c exist two linearly 
independent Poisson 1 -foi'ms satisfying the reenrsion relation*·'^
J, A (İH. =  J-2 A r-///, . 2.14)
As a resnit ol identit}’ (2.11) a.nd tli(' assimual liiieai- inde])eiidenc(.' of Poisson 
1 -lorms, we lind that
7, A (//■/, 0 , J. A (II¡2 =  Ü, (2.15)
so tlmt tlu' Hamiltonians H [  and H .  act as tin' (Aisimirs ol ./j anrl J .  lasspeclively.
Two Poisson l-forms ai‘e Sii.id to l)c com|)at-il,)le il their linear (;.oml.)ination is 
also a Poisson l-form. The conformal faxMoi· was left arbitrary as iar as the Jacol)i 
identities are concerned, l)iit it ].)la.ys a.n im])ortant role in com|)a.til)ility. Namely, 
for a difFentiahle fnnetion (j, the comldnal i(;ii J\ +r/T> of two lineai'ly independent 
Poisson 1 -forms will satisfy the Ja.col.)i. identities |)i*ovided
./, A .1-2 A (i(j (./i A Cl2 -I- C¿ A (U\ ) if :2 .IG)
whicli results in a coiisidei*alde relaxaticni of tlie criterion foi' comi)atibilit\·. In 
fact, given two linearly inde|)endent )A)isson 1 -forins, ec|.(2 . 1 G) whicli is a linear 
first order partial dilferential e(|na.tion always ¿idmits a solution for // so tliat 
locally we can always (Mid ii|) with a comi^atil.ih' |)a.ir ol Poisson 1-lorms. Tins will 
play an im])ortant i*ole in the classification of compa.tilile Lie-Poisson structures 
in section 2 .().
2.3 Probenius theorem
Eciuation (2 . ¡ 2 ) for the Jacobi identities is the necessa.ry condition foi· tlie Ptaif 
system J =  0  to be integral)le in the sense of Frol)enius. Fhus an alternative 
definition of tlie integrability of tlie l\)isson 1 -forrn comes from the tlieorem of 
Frobenius. 'Phis asserts tlie existence of sonic 1 -form cv such that
dJ = o A .). (2.17)
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It is evident tliat e(|.(2.17) implies the Jarol)i identity (2 . 1 2 ), l)iit the l-form a 
is, in genera.1. not wcdl-deiined e\'en locally, hhe Jacol.)i ii.lentity (2.12) does not 
involve and is ther('lore inde|M'iid('nt of the cludce of o. I'hese two vcM'sioiis of 
local integrability are equivalent lor a noiisiiigular l-form J . VVe can however, 
distinguish two distiiuM types ol hi-1 la.miltonian structure de|)eMdiiig on wliether 
or not rv is ck)sed:
i) An int.egralde l)i-IIainillonia.n structure' i*esults w'lien a is exact whicli 
implies
d(y =  0 (2 .b'‘:i
and the characteristi(' |.)roperty of such systems is the existence of a glol.)ally 
defined volume element where the \’olume density acts as the integrating lactor 
foi' the Pfalf system (2.7). This requii’es the" va.nisliiiig ol‘ the first cohomology 
cUiss 1~V{A4). The sul)case
O' = 0 (2.19)
corresponds to Nambu mechanics. If rv is not exact but still closed so that it is an 
element of the first ccdiomology grcu.ip, integral>le l)i-Ilamiltonian stisicture can 
only be realized locally. Because tlu' local existence theorems for the first or l^er 
differential equations guarantees the h)cal solution of the Pfalf system.
ii) For do 7 = 0 the existence of l)i-lIa.miltoiiian structure enal.)les us to define 
a.n .S7.(2,/i)-\'alued connection l-form with vanishing curvature.
Botli ol these cases can l)e realized as the first and se('ond order integral.)ility 
conditions of an integral)le 1-forin in 4 dimensions whicli will be discussed in 
section (2 .i) on the unfolding of a foliation.^’’ ddiey liave also been considered as 
transverse structures on manifolds.’ '
We shall now discuss the matliematical structure tliat ix^ sults for (-‘aidi one of 
these two cases in some detail. Most of this discussion will use results from tlie 
tho o^ry of foliations.^ This is the |.)rinci];)al advantage that we derive from the 
recognition that the .Jacoln identities reduce to the definition of an integrable 
l-form. We note that in 3 dimensions a system of first order ordinary differential 
equations defines a foliation of dimension 1 , or alternatively of co-dimension 2 .
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Solution curves of the equations of motion are tlie leaves of this foliation. A 
foliation of co-dimension 1 , vvliich is defined l.)y an integralde 1 -form, is foliation 
1.)}' hy])ersurfa.ces vvhiidi are ¿-dimensional in .'l-s|)a,ce. So cuacli Poisson l-foimi of a 
dynamical system dcdines a. foliation ol co-dimension 1 tJie leaves of wliich are the 
level sui-faces deliiK'd l)v th(’ eonsta.nt values of the associa.ted e(;MS(u*ved Cjuantity. 
For l.)i-Hamdtonian dynamical systems we liave two conscu-ved quantities which 
form the level surfaces ol‘ two codimension 1 foliations associated with each 
Poisson 1 -form. The dynamical vector field is the tangent vector to the curve 
defined by the intersection of these two families of s.n faces, the flow vector lies 
in the intei'section ol the tangent s|)a.ces of the two families. Recently Hohn and 
Wolp·' have given a very nice illustration of this picture in Hamiltonian ray optics.
2*3.1 Com pletely integrable bi-H am iltonian structure
We shall lirst consider a foliation of co-dimension 1 defijied hy one Poisson 1 - 
form J which satisfies the .Ja.colu identities (2.P2) and suppose that the 1-form 
CY is exact. Then the l^ d'otHMiius tlieoi'em as. e^rls the existence of two U-lorms, or 
scalars which we shall call 1 /M and H for consistency witli our eaivliei* definitions, 
suclj that'^
( 2 ,'20)
wlu'ie H is a. conserved qnaiility and M is the integrating factor of the Ffail' 
system (2.7). In this case we may relate o· to the invariant density for the 
dynamical system through
fv =  -d ln .\ / ( 2 .2 1 )
l.)y imoking Poincare’s lemma. Then eq.(2.18) liolds and the criterion for the 
existence of a glol)ally defined volume element is satisfied. This reriuires the 
vanisliing of lirst cohomology class rims
n ' ( M )  = 0 ( 2 .22)
is the necessary condition for the global validity of local results. In this case 
there exists a conserved quantity for a given integrable Poisson 1 -form and the
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converse that there con'es]3om:ls a I’oisson 1 -fonn to a given conserved cjuantity is 
also true. ]‘'urlh(‘rrnore, given two incl('|)endent conserved (|ua.ntities / / i , / / 2 , the 
Poisson 1 -forms hotli satisfy
(iJi = cv A .y, , /' = 1, '2 (2.23)
whicli is evident from er|.(2 .2 0 ).
When a dynamical system with 3-degi'ees ol freedom is completely integrable; 
that is. it has two functionally inde])endent integrals of motion and the integrating 
factor of tlie Pfalf system (2.7) gi\'es the volume density, its ef|uations of motion 
can l)e written in the fonu
X .^d >=: (//7, A dli , (2.24)
whicl) is manifestly bi-Hamiltonian with ./, , =  1 . 2  given b>· ec|(2 .2 0 ). The 
interpretcition of M as an invariant density follows immediately from eq.(2.24), 
because the density 2 -form
n = <  X  .c- (2.25)
is closed
(in = 0 (2.26)
and this is th(' sta.lemenl of fduuvilh' S ihcoi'imi. If the flow is such that \'I 
is constant, tlien Irom ecp(2.2l) o vanishes and we ha.ve tlie case of Nambu 
mechanics, h'or the generalization of the Namlju bracket to the form of ecp(2.24) 
see also Razavy and Kennedy.'*''’ We note that once the invariant density is 
known, a transformation of the dynamical varia.l.)les""’ can Ire found to cast the 
system into the form of Nambu meclianics. This equivalence holds only locally 
because the .Jacobian of tlie transformation which will Ire given by iVl in the 
o]-iginal dynamical variables will in genei-al contain singrdarities, c.f. section T3.
Finally, we shall conclude with the Ibllowing observations for ccrmpletely 
int(?grable bi-Hamiltonian systems:
If . a — \ ,2 are lineai'ly inde])endent Poisson 1 -forms, then -./] and g{x)J2 
will be compatible Poisson 1 -forms for g satisfying (2.16). We had remarked that
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e(|.(2.1()) a.dmits a solution Гог (j ain.l thorelore locally any two Poisson 1-forms can 
always l)e tiansforinccl into a conipatil)lc pair. 1ч)г systems satisfying (Xj.(2.1(S) 
this stah'imuit is valid globally as well.
Given two compatible l\)isson 1-forms . a — 1,2, the combination J\ + 
У''(/У1 . / 7 j i s  a l\)isson 1-lorm. The \'a.lidity ol this statement Idllows from 
e(js.(2.1b) a.nd (2.20). This obs('rvation is useful foi· the |)iiri)ose of iiicor].)ora.ting 
a.il)itixir\· constants into tlu' delinition of a l\)isson l.)racket.
2.3.2 -SL(2 ,/?)-valued fiat connection
I'he full geometrical ])icture umlei'lying the sulrject ol integra.l)le .'j dinuinsional 
dynamical systems emei“ges only in the case
do Ф 0 (2.27)
which we shall now consider. Following Toiuhuir'  ^ we sliall sliow that 3 
dimensional dynamical systems that admit a. Poiss(ui 1 -form sulyji'ct to this 
condition are characterized l.)V an ^7..(2, y7)-valued connection l-hcrm witli 
va,n i s h i 11 g ('u r \’a.t u re.
VVe have remai'ked that the Fi*obenivis criterion (2.17) for tlie integral.)ility of 
tlie Poisson 1 -form J depends on tlie 1 -form cv wliich is not well defined even 
Iocal 1 y. 1 h;we\'("r, t h (' (.¡ od b i 11 on - Ve \' - form
= (V Л do (2.28)
which is independent of tlie choice of o, is an invariant of the f o l i at i on. In the 
following we shall recpiire do ^  0 Imt thei'e will l)e no restrictions on 7 .
VVe start l)v su])]K)sing tlia.t a dynamicaJ system admits a Poisson l-form d\ 
which satisfies the Jacol.ii identity
./i Л (77i = 0
a.nd rewrite ecj.(2.17) in the form
dJ\ — 2q' Л d\
(2.29)
(2.30)
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where we ha.ve introduced an irrelevant la,ctor of 2  for ease of identifying the 
.SL(2 , R) sti'ucture constants in ec|s.(2.o0,2.32,2.33) l.)elow. The integral.)ility 
(amditions o( ('r|,(2.30) whicli are o!.)tain('d I)y a])|)lying the o|joi‘a.tor d result in
i/o A J ] — 0 (2.31)
and since we aie assiiniing l.lial. e(:|.(2.27) holds, tdiis can onl,y !.)c sa.ldsiied if idiere 
exists a l-('omi .7_> which is inde|)endent from ./i, such that
dn — J\ A .7-2. (2.32)
Xuw applying tlie opeiator <1 to e<p(2.32) we (ind tliat there is a. new integrability 
condition
(/.72 = - 2 0  A .72 (2.33)
and from e(|.(2.33) it follows tliat
Jo A , d ■]2 — 0, (2.34)
i.d. Jy is a.lso a, Ihhssuii J-iorin. The sysUxin is now clos('d l.>eca.us(' the i ntt;gj'¿d.)ili ty 
condition of eq.(2.33) is identically satisfied by virtue of eq.(2.32).
Er|s.(2.3(J,2.32/2.33) are ]*eadily recc^gnized as the iVIaui’er-(’ai'tan ec|ua.tions 
for A'Z/(2 , /?.). Hence the matrix of 1 -forins
o J-2
J x  - O '
(2.3.3)
forms an SL{2, //(-valued (.'.onnection with vanisliing curvature
i/r + r  A I' = 0. (.2.3(j)
For this cla.ss of dynamical systems the Codbillon-Vey class is necessarily non­
trivial, as 7  =  o A .7| A Jo /  0. In 3 dimensions there is also the Chern-Simons 
3-form
1
ICS = TT/fF A dr 6
that we can construct out of the connection. For compatible Poisson 1 -forms 
J\.Jii the Chern-.Simons 3-form ')cs is the same as the Godbillon-V(?y 3-form 7 .
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But the local result (2.16) for compatibility cannot be extended to hold globcdly 
for dynamical systems sulrject to (2.27). The Godbillon-Vey class is therefore 
not same as the Chern-Simons class for the connection 1-form 1\ Finally we note 
that when eq.(2.27) holds, the Godbillon-Vey 3 -form 7  can be assigned the role of 
the volume element, but unlike tlie case of completely integrable bi-Hamiltonian 
systems where o- is closed, the volume de.nsit}· factor does not play the lole of the 
integrating factor for the Pfaff system (2.7).
We shall conclude with a. remark on the completely integrable bi-Hamiltonian 
case of section (2.3.1). Here we may regard the two independent Poi.sson 1 - 
forms as basis l-foi'ins and o- = —dlogAI as a connection. We see from the 
structural equations that integrability is related to the unitary symmetry on 
each of the level surfaces defined l.)y conserxed qi.iantities. Gonformal factors 
change the connection by an exact 1 -form so that the unitary symmetry and hence 
integrabiliW is preserved. In this interpretation comjtlete integralrility requires 
the exactness of connection 1 -form vvhich is the condition for global existence of 
an invariant density, that is a multijxlier.
2.4 Unfoldings of foliations
The criterion as to whether or not a· is closed is a crucial one in the determination 
ol the type of Poisson structure that results for a given integi'able dyiiiimical 
system. It distinguishes between a globally integral)le l)i-Ha.miltonian structure 
and a flat .s/^-valued connection. We shall now give an argument whicli will show 
how these two structures depend on dcy by considering an integrable 1 -form if on 
T '{M  X R) the restriction of which to M  results in a given Poisson 1-form /3. 
For an integrable dynamical S3cstem the structure on Ad is determined from the 
requirement of the integrability of 3 in different ])owei s of tlie parameter that runs 
on R. Thus a characterization and unification of local and giolml structures on Ad 
is best understood by including one more dimension. This 1 -form /3 on T*[Ad x R) 
is called the unfolding of the given integrable 1 -form /3 and consequently of the 
foliation, and can be regarded as a l-])arameter deformation of the initial foliation.
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Compatibility can be interpreted as the integrable deformation of one Poisson 
structure onto the other.
The concept of unfolding has its origin in the works of Thom and Mather 
concerning the stability of mappings (see Wassermann*'* and the references 
therein). For the theory lor foliations this idea was developed by Suwa*'  ^ and 
the results of the present section build on his work. We have pointed out the 
corres])ondence between conserved ([uantities and Poisson 1 -forms for globally 
integrable bi-Hamiltonian structure. From the work of .Suwa*'  ^ it is evident that a 
similar correspondence holds in unfolding theory. Thus we define the 1 -parameter 
unfolding ¡3 of a 1 -form ß  defining a foliation by
(2.:S8)!3 =  ¡3 +  ~/T + fd r  -f higher order terms 
which will be required to satisfy the .Jacobi, identity
/3 A dl3 — 0
and reduce to the 1 -form ¡3 when resti'icted to A4. In e(.i.(2..’JS) 7  is a. 1 -form and 
/  is a function on M.. We shall consider a first order unfolding of ¡3 Ijy ignoring 
terms higher order than one in r.
Requiring the coefficients of all the powers of r to vanish in the integrability 
condition of (3 we of)tain
;3 A d(3 == 0 , 7  A r/ 7  =  0
[3 A r/ 7  +  7  A dl3 =  0 (2..39)
dp =  7 ( 7  +  df) A (3 , c/ 7  = jd f  A 7  ,
where tlie first three equations consist of the .Jacobi identity and the compatibility 
condition for (3 and 7 . These are satisfied by virtue of the last two equations 
in eqs.(2.39). The second equation in the last line above implies that we can 
integrate 7  with the integrating factor / “ *
then by a redefinition of ß
7  =  fd K  ,
ß  =  e - '7 i (2.41)
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which leaves the integrability and compatibility conditions invaricint, we obtain 
from the first equation
- di
(2.42)
, - f . 
dS = -jr A fH
so that both 0 and 7  liave the same integrating factor. VVe can solve 0  a.s
0  =  ¡d fl  (2.43)
where K  and 11 correspond to two independent conserved quantities and l/ f 
is the multiplier. This is the integrable bi-Hcimiltonian case. The definition 
of multiplier is not unique since we can take various c6 mpatil.de combinations 
of fundamental Poisson 1 -forms to write the .system in bi-Hamiltonian form. 
The redefinition of 0  above serves to illustrate this ambiguit}c In particular, 
/  =constant corresponds to Nambu mechanics.
We shall now show that the .s/) structure on phase space yV4 arises from the 
integrability conditions to all orders of the second order unfolding of an integrable
1-form 0. The 1 -forms turn out to be tlie ones involving .s/2 Maurei'-Cartan 
equations, two of which are integral)le. I'he two functions, which come ot.it as 
Wilson lines serve to define non-local conservation laws and the compatil)ilit_y 
factor for them. The integrability condition of
0 ^ 0 + ¿r -h -1- [g -b / - ) ( / -
to all orders in r, dr, ... result in tlie following set of equations
0 A d0 = 0 , 7 A dy =  0
gd0 -|- /3 A (i T (///) = 0 , j f/y y A dj = 0  
0 A d8 y  8 A d0 — , y A d8 -\- 8 A dy = 0
(2..M)
(2.4.5)
8 A d8 + 0 A dy + y A d0 = 0
fd0 + gd8 -f 8 A dg -f- 0 A (2y -f df) =  0 (2.46)
gdy -f Jd8 8 A y -\- 8 A df + y A dg =  t}.
The .Jacobi identities for 0 and y in the first line, of eqs.(2.45) are the integrability 
conditions of the second line. Furthermore one can immediately see that y and
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ft are related to the J\ and J-i of sl-i structure and the first equation in eqs.(2.46) 
indicates non-zero Clodbillon-Vey class. The solution of the cibove system in terms 
of Ji, J'i, «  is
7 =  -<J^h
where
ft - Jy-, S = 2c((j — dg (2.47)
Í  fv) , /  = Pcxp{2 1 a) (2.48)
are path ordered integrcvls of a non-exact 1 -forin a. In physics literature these 
gauge-invariant l u^t path-dependent factors were introduced by Mandelstam^^ to 
insure that one is dealing with gauge invariant objects at every step. When a 
is closed the integral is ].)ath-indej;)endent and eqs.(2.48) can I)e i*egarded as a 
transformation to pure gauge
a = d(j (2.49)
which is precisely the case of globally integrable bi-Hamiltonian structure. In the 
present context, they arise as non-integral)le integrating factors since
d{exp{-'2 j  o ),/i) =  0 , d{exp{+2 J  o).J-2) = 0 (2.50)
are satisfied. Through the use of .Stokes' theorem tliese equations imply the 
existence of non-local consei'ved quantities. The factor in 7  is more than a 
conformal factor for .7|. It is precisely the solution of compatibilit}' equation 
(2.16) for ./] and J-i to be a. compatible pair.
2.5 Compatible vector fields
We hcive seen that the existence of Hamiltonian structure for a .3 dimensional 
dynamical system enables us to associate a. family of hypersurfaces which are 
the integral surfaces of ea.ch Poisson 1 -form. The tangent space of each family is
2 -dimensional and is spanned by two vector fields one of which is the flow it.self. 
The condition for the other vector field to lie on the tangent space is given by
[X, Y] = rtX -P 6Y
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for two arbitrary functions a and h. The vector field Y  satisfying this condition 
will be called a compatible vector Held'*'’‘'^  for the given flow X .
In the dual view, a foliation of co-dimension 1 can be delined by the field of 
all tangent planes including X  and Y , and eq(2.51) is just the vector field version 
of the Frobenius integrability tlieorem where we introduced a in eci.(2.17). The 
apjrearance of a and b above" is similar to tliat of a and just as the Jacolri identity 
(2.12) for the Poisson 1-form does not involve the 1-form cv there is a criterion 
for the dual version
d e /,([X ,Y ],X ,Y ) =  0 (2..52)
where the unknown functions a and h do mrt ap|)ear. The conlormal invciriance of 
the .Jacobi identity has the geometric interpretation that contorma.lly equivalent 
Poisson 1-forms have, or are annihilated by, the same field of tangent planes.
In principle it is possible to connect these two locally equivalent definitions of 
codimension 1 foliations as follows. For vector fields satisfying
./(X ) = 0, ./(Y ) = 0 (2.53)
the condition
,;([X ,Y ])  = 0 (2.54)
is equivalent to the loca.l integral^ility conditions for the 1-form J . Then vcictor 
field Y  is compatil.)le with the vector field X  for a given d)mamical system. Under 
these circumstances the 1-form J given fyy
.7 = <  X  , Y  , dx A dy A dz > (2.,55)
is integrable.''' Assuming tliat X  is completely integralde we Ciui use the results 
of section 2.3.1. Then tliere exists functions /r, and A. such that
.7 =  -dK: 
l·
(2..56)
which is the form given in eq.(2.20). From eqs.(2.53) we find that K'. is a conserved 
quantity for both X  and Y  simultaneously. If there is another conserved quantity
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£, independent of K'., so that the flow defined by X  can be written in bi­
ll ami 1 ton i an form
< X  , dx A dy A dr, > =  J A dC (2.57)
we may contract with Y  and vising eqs.(2.53.2.55) arrive at an equation for £
Y (£ )  = (2.58)
which means that —Y  is a vector normal to the level surfaces defined by £  = 
const.. Since £  is a Hamiltonian function it satisfies the conservation equation
X (£ ) = 0 (2.59)
and therefore it is possilvle to exliilvit tlie bi-Ha.miltonian structure ot a 3- 
dimensional dynamical system admitting a compatible vector field by the above 
construction. The existence of such a structure depends on the existence of 
solutions of a certciin set of linear differential ec|uations which is guaranteed, at 
least loca.lly, by the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem. This is the gist of the argument 
used by Grammaticos et to calculate conserved quantities for some Lotka- 
Volteri'ci. systems which admit a linear vector field compatible with the now. They 
have only considered the equations lor K- and concluded with a conjecture that
3-dimensional dynamical systems admitting a linear, or affine compatible vector 
field do not exhibit chaotic behaviour. Tlieir list of conserved qua.ntities can 
be completed through the solution of eqs.(2.58) and (2.59). These equations 
may further be extended to include explicit time dependence as we shall show in 
section (4.1) for the Lorenz system.
2.6 Lie-Poisson structures
As a first example we shall corisider linear Poisson structures for 3 dimensional 
Lie algebras. The Lie-Poisson structure on dual of the algebra, which can be 
identified as the space of dynamical variables x\ is given by the structure matrix
= (2 .6 0 )
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where are the structure constants.
It turns out that the structure mati'ices given by eq(2.60), for nine 3- 
dimensional Lie algel^ras eacli of wfiicli lias one (Jasiniir, is confonnally equivalent 
to one wliose I’oisson l-forin is the exterior derivative of Casimir functions
f/CL = ÎL.-4 fv = (2.61)
wliere the confoniial factor il may be funclion of :r. Thus, according to tlie result 
of previous section (2.2) we can form comi,)atiI.de jjairs of Poisson structures from 
any two of the nine 3-dimensional Lie algelu-as. Blaszak a.nd Wojciechowski 
have earlier j)resented a list of compatilole 3-dimensional Lie-Poisson structures 
but because they have failed to recognize the confonnal invariance of .Jacol^ i 
identities they presented an incomplete picture of compatibility, c.f. table 1 in 
ref..''·^  We shall now give a. coni])lete list of the Poisson structures associated with 
3-dimensional Lie algebras and their nontrivial l)i-Hamiltonian flows. Fiist we 
have the following Poisson 1-forms obtained from the commutation relations'**
./] =  X dx
J'i =  (;i; -f- y) dx — x dy 
•h — y dx — X dy 
d.\ =  y dx +  X dy
ds =  ay dx — X dy , 0 < |a| < 1 (2.62)
J(i =  X dx +  y dy
Jj =  (;r -f- ay) dx + (y — ax) dy , « > 0
Jg = .2 d x +  2 y d y -|- X dz 
Jq =  X dx -k y dy -k  ^dz
with subscripts on J labelling the algebra in the classification of given reference. 
We find the following cases where the conformal factor is different from a constant
il2 =  ^exp-^ '
,.·'+<· p = ('£±iï)'\ x - i y j
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That is, they constitute tlie integrating factors for the 1-forins in eq.(2.62) and 
the resulting integral surfaces are the constant values of the Casimirs. Nontrivial 
basic (i.e. with multiplier unity) bi-Hamiltonian flows occur for the piiirs (2,8), 
(2,9), (3,8), (3,9), (4,8), (4,9), (5,8), (5,9), (6,8), (7,8), (7,9) and (8,9) and 
explicitly they are given by
.1; =  - :r^ y =  -- z = 2y{x + y) + xz (2 ,S)
X = —xz^ ij = - z {x  -f y). i = .r- + y{x +  y) (2.9)
X =  — ;r^ . ij =  -•■i'.!/, i  = 2y  ^ + (3,8)
X = ij =  -.!/■- .4 = :r- -^  y^ (3.9)
X =  -x'\ ij =  xy· z = xz — 2y^ (4,8)
X =  - x z , ij =  y-· z = x^ - -  y^ ( ‘1.9)
X =  - x \ y =  -axy. z = 2ay  ^ -h xz (.9.8)
X = —xz^ y = - cyz . z -  ay- -{■ X- (.9,9)
X - xy, y =  -x'\ ■z = y{2x -  z) (6 , 8 )
X - x y -  a x '\ il =  - x {x  4- ay). z = 2y{x -b ay) -f z{ax -  i/) (7,8)
7· =  z(jy -  ax), y = - z {x  -t- ay). z = a{x  ^+ y )^ (7,9)
X =  2yz -  xy, y =  x^  -  Z-, z = yz — 2xy (8,9)
(2.64)
Since these equations have M = 1 we conclude that they cire Nambu mechanics 
representatives of a hirge class of bi-Hamiltonian dynamical systems which are 
directly related to 3-dimensional Lie algebras. Idie best known exam|.^ le of Euler 
top associated with .90(3) can l.)e I'ccognized as tlie last equation in above list, 
in the variables x — x +  r, y for some particular constant values of principal 
moment of inertia tensor.
2.7 Deformations of Poisson structure
Given a Lie algebra it is a straight-forward matter to construct the corres])onding 
Poisson bracket as we have done above. But the real interest lies in the inverse 
problem, where we start with a given dynamical system. We are asked to 
construct appropriate Poisson brackets and identify the underlying Lie algebra.
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It turns out that the Lie-Poisson structure is not sufficiently rich to describe the 
Hamiltonian structure of physically interesting 3-dimensional dynamical systems. 
It is necessary to add central charges, quadratic and cubic terms so that eq(2.( 
is modified according to
Jih C X  X  -j- C q. c'^ '· -r"* + r'7/171’* ·* ' 7/1'* I
where all the constants c are skew-.symmetiic in the upper indices i ,k  and 
symmetric in the lower ones. The are components of a 2-cocycle which enables 
us to incor|)arate central charges, c'^'^ are coefficients of Sklyanin algebi'as'"* 
which are yet to l)e classified and similarly are coefficients of cubic Poisson
Irracket algebras. We shall illustrate the need for including such terms in eq(2.65) 
by turning to examphis. The Hamiltonian structure of physically  ^ interesting 
dynamical systems leads to the necessity of considering such terms. We shall also 
point out the difficulties in identifying tlie true degree of nonlinearity which is a 
consequence of our closing remarks in section 2.3.1.
In tlie determination of the Hamiltonian structure of a given flow (2.-5) tlie 
principal problem lies in the construction of Poisson 1-form J satisfying tlie .Jacobi 
identities. For 3-dimensional systems this task is sim|)lified by the invariance of 
the .Jacobi identities (2.12) under conformal transformations of the Poisson 1- 
lorm. In )iarticular, when conserved quantities are known the jiroblem reduces to 
the determination of the integrating factor M . As a by-product of this method 
we shall find that new arbitrary constants can be introduced into the Poisson 
1-form. This method can lie used in q-extension. Hojman’s '^ extension for the 
Euler top is a particular exam])le.
We shall again make u.se of the conformal invariance of eqs.(2.12). Namely, 
the .Jacobi identities result in managable equations for conformally invariant 
combinations of the coefficients of the Poisson 1-form. In iiarticular, if we consider 
the ratios of the components of J sucli as
= J ( ! . ]  / J
\ dx ' \dv I
the .Jacobi identity, through the u.se of tlie identity (2.11), results in decoupled
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equations
X (n ) = Z 
X(n) : A"
+  Z
+  A"
'Z '
X(u;)
A'
i M ÿ )  w' + Y
Z'
[\V,
u -  Z
X
w -  V —
VVA
where the differential operator on the left hand side is the same operator that 
a.])peared in the definition of conserved cpiantities. The characteristics of any one 
of these equations are given l.)y the solutions of the Pfaif system (2.7) and the 
solution of eq.(2.69) will therefore involve arbitrary functions of the fundamental 
conserved quantities of the dynamical system (2.o). Because of the identity 
(2.11) the solution of eq.(2.69) contains sufficient information for constructing 
the Poisson 1-form completely. The resulting 1-form for the solution of the first 
equation for instance is simply given by
Ju =
H. -  uIP
[aZdx +  Zdy -  {uX  +  Y) dz] . (2.70)
When the equations of motion are expre,ssed in Hamiltonian form with any 
conserved quantity of the .system, which will be a function of the fundamental 
conserved quantii.ies, can l)e used as a Hamiltonian function since ./„ itself has 
a conformal lactor involving Hamiltonian function /7. As an e.xam|)le, we shall 
consider the motion of the Euler top and e.xhibit the modification of the well- 
known ,S'0(3) Lie-Poisson structure functions.
Chapter 3
The Halphen system and its 
limiting cases
The iiill (.liscussion of the previous chapter manifest itself in a mathematically, 
physically and historically interesting example. This is a system of homogeneous 
nonlinear ordinary dilFerenlial equations in three ■.ariahles first studied by 
Halphen' '^  ^ in 1S81. Recently, the same equations were obtained by .Atiyah and 
Hitchin'^ "^  in their study of 2-monopole proldem. In this context the Ilalphen 
system describes the metric of relative monopole space.
In the two limiting cases, which can be described b}' a constant having values 
0 and 1, the system reducois to the Euler equations of axial top with unphysical 
moment of inertia tensor and one of tlie .'Tconqronent botka- Volterra systems 
governing the ])redator-prey dynanrics. We shall first consider the Eulei' equations 
and show that the well known Lie-Poisson structui'e is in fact a irarticvdar case of 
a more general structure including deformations. In the second section we shall 
show that the Lotka-Volterra .system is Liouville integrable. We shall present 
the bi-Hamiltonian structure of tliese linriting cases in a form which will be 
compcirable with the Halphen system. Contrary to its limiting cases, the Poisson 
1-form of Halphen system constructed via compatible vector fields does not admit 
integrating factor, and the system is realized in sl-2 structure.
27
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(3.2)
F'inally, we shall consider a simple dynamical system which admits tri- 
Hamiltonian structure two of which are completely integrable and the one having 
a non-local conserved quantity is related to the sl-2 structure.
3.1 Euler top revisited
The Euler equations goveniing the motion of a tri-axial toj) are given by the 
vector field
where O',/:/, 7  are constants related to the principal moments ol inertici according 
to
_  /'2 -  /3  _  / 3  -  / 1 _  / 1  -  /2
I 2I 3 ’ h h  ' ^ h h
so that o  -f ,3 3 - 7  = 0 . The Hamiltonians are usua.lly taken as
=  i h ' ^ u T i n
Hi =  +  +
which consists of the energy and the scpiare of angular momentum respectively. 
Alternatively, we could have used
subject to
//, -f /-/2 + / / 3  = 0
and the multiplier of the system is M — o/^q. Then the energy Hamiltonicin can 
be expressed as
llE = T l h - T H 2  (3.6)
J \  1-2
and the Poisson 1-forms associated with the fundamental conserved quantities 
H\ and II2 are given by
J\ = 7 (0 ;?/ dy — dx dx)
J2 — a[ ‘j y  dy — 3 z dz)
-  — a··' 
2  a-
(3.7)
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The Poisson structure on the Lie algebra of S0(3) is given by the combination
Tsc,(;3) == "“ Tj yr~ — (·'’ T y h^l T - (-PS)
for which the Hamiltonian function is the kinetic energy He given above. A 
solution of the equation (2.69) for t,he .Jacobi identity, and for tlie ratio
can be obtained l)v se])aration of variables
w = a — t
(3.9)
(3.10)
where a, C i) are arbitrary constants. The resulting Poisson 1-form can be 
written in a .symmetrical way
J„ - X Z  { ( L x H ~ t ^ ^ ^ '  —  z H x C ' IHA
I a 1
;  -7. +  .7,
which reduces to the standard result'·  ^ in the limit > 0, ?/ —> 0.
.Among the various combinations of the fundamental Poisson 1-forms .7] and 
.7-2 which can be combined to yield a Poisson 1-form co for eqs.(5.2), there is one 
which deserves special consideration. This is homogeneous of third degree
■h — {'Vp — /7^ )^ dx -\- [az ‘ — ■'¡x^ ) y dy -f (/7;r' — ay^) z dz 
— 2/77/7> X dx -f- 2a-yH·,] y d.y -f- 2fioiH\ z dz
which can be obtained from eq.(3.8) by a rescaling of the dynamical variables. 
The foliation defined by (3.12) is generated by two compatible homogeneous 
vector fields.“'' One of tliem is the dynamical vector field and the other one is 
the generator of dilatations which is compatible with it. The Poisson 1-form in 
eq.(3.12) is obtained by contracting the volume 3-form with the.se two compatible 
vector fields. Here we have an example where an apparently cubic structure (2.05) 
is in fact Lie-Poisson up to a scaling by the. constants of motion, and
» ■ ( ' • ■ ( Ê - Ê K f i - s )
is the corresponding Hamiltonian function.
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3.2 Lotka-Volterra equations
The general 3 species preclator-|)rey s\stein of Lotka and Volterra which is given 
by the vector field
X  = x{cy +  2  +  A)— t- y{-r + nz +  /i)—— |- z(bx +  y +  (3.14)
ox ay c)z
was studied by Gramniatic'os et al"' tor the imrpose of identifying its c.oin]:)letely 
integrable cases. They have pointed out that subject to the conditions
abc = — 1 . n — lib — Xab (3.15)
and
a = b = c = \ , X — /I = n = 0
eqs.(3.14) admit two functionally independent conserved cpiantities. Nutku 
presented the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the first case in ref..'^  ^ The conserved 
Hamiltonians and the multi|dier are given by
/-/] = ab In X — b In у -h In ~ ,
H-i — abx -\- у — o,z -(- la у — /í la 
M = (с.'суг)“ ’ ,
aad the Poissoa 1-forms are
J\ =  —yz dx — bcxz dij -(- cxy dz ,
J'2 =  xyz(dx — cdy -f acdz) — cuxz dy -f cyxy dz
The first Poisson 1-form above is an exa.m|)le of .Sklyanin’s (|uadratic algebras 
whereas the second is a mixture of cul>ic and ciuadratic algebras. I'his case 
includes the integrable Lotka-Volterra e(|ua.tions first discussed by Fadeev and 
Takhtajaik' who also presented its first Hamiltonian structure. 'Fhe Fadeev and 
Takhtajan system
χ'  ^ =  xr(x·„.‘n _  .,.'4 > ."+ 1 _  ,^ .» -1 ^
which we shall close mod .3
,1:“«  =  ;c“ (3.20)
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can be obtained by the further specialization
a = h — c — — I , A =/< =  ;/ =  0
of eqs.(3.15). Fadeev and Taklitajan’s Hamiltonian structure for eqs.(3.19) and 
(3.20) is up to a conformal factor the same as that given by ./j in ec|s.(3.1S). The 
bi-Haniiltonian structure of e(,|S.(3.19) has been obtained by Damianou.“'''
The specicdization of eq.(3.14) according to eqs.(3.16) results in
X  Z= x(ij + + i/(z + :)■}—  +  “ (;r +  ;i/)—  (3.22)
].)resents us with a new ].n‘ul.)lem whicli is of (urtlier interest as a limiting case of 
the Hal])hen system which we sliall discuss in section 3.3. Tlie I)i-Hamiltonian 
structure of this system is given l.)y the Poisson l-[orms
J, = + jy)(-;d.r + jidp) +  (;(/ -  x)ds] ,
J-i =  {xyz)C'\{z -  y)(lx +  x{y + z){-\dy  +  zdz)]
where the fundamental conserved ciuantities are
1 / 2
//, = I 
X^
H. =  —
1/2 xy 1 / 2
and the integrating factor is M =  l/2xyz.
The flow (3.22) is compatible with dilatation and hence admits an example 
of a cubic homogeneous Poisson liracket algelna
J — yz{y -  z) dx +  xz{z -  x) dy +  xy{x  -  y)dz  .
which can also be obtained IVom a c 
The corresponding Hamiltonian function is
-forms.
H =  In
where a is an arbitrary constant.
a
- i ï / -
['*!' J [y^
1 —  a
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3.3 The Halphen system
Perhaps the most interesting dynamical system from botli tlie physical and 
mathematical points of view is the Haljdien system where the flow is given by 
the vector field
X  =  (y.z -  xy -  xz) + {xz -  xy -  yz) ^  +  {xy -  xz -  yz) ^  (3.27)
which has recently been studied extensively as the two monopole system.'^ The 
earliest discussion of (3.27) is evidently due to Hal]:>hen'^  ^ in 1881 where he 
considered the differential equations
d{x +  y) d[y + z) d[x +  z)
= , ----- r.—  ^ -^---- = ·*'■' (3.28)dt ' dt di
which are equivalent to those obtained from the vector field (3.27) with /. —>· —i/2. 
The form in which the Halphen system appears in the book ” Ceometr\· and 
Dynamics of Magnetic Monojurles” by Atiyah and Hitchin' '^  ^ is
2 da ,
— =  a -  (/; -  c) 
a dt
and it is readily verified tliat the. transformation
X = be, y — ac. z — ah,
limps eqs.(3.27) into the form of eqs.(3.29). The solution of ec|s.(3.27) gives all 
the 5'0(3)-invariant anti-sell-dual liinstein metrics. These ec|uation.s of motion 
are derived from the metric of relative monopole space, i.c. the s|)ace of motion 
of two monopoles with res|)ect to their center of mass, which is a 4-dimensional 
irreducible hyperkahler Riemannian m an ifo ld .A n oth er system connected with 
the Halphen equations are Nahm’s equations for SIJ{2) which are formulated in 
terms of matrix va.lued functions T¡, i =  1,2,3 of one real variable .s satisfying
d
ds
Ti +  t i ¡1 1^)71; — 0  ,
which consist of a direct generalization of Euler’s equations for the top and contain 
Halphen’s equations as well.®“
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Our interest in eqs.(3.27) will be in the iVcunework of their Hamiltonian 
structure. To this end it will be u.seful to note that the flow corres])onding to 
(3.27) consists of a linear superposition of the flows for the Euler equations (5.2) 
with unphysical moments of inertia a = fd =  y =  1 and the second integrable 
case of the Lotka-Volterra equations (3.22). VVe have found that both of these 
cases admit integial)le l>i-Hamiltonian sti'ucture. However, we shall find that the 
structure of phase space for the Halphen .system is quite different while some of 
the tecliniques we have used in the Euler and Lotkii-Volterra systems are still 
applicable.
If we are to regard the Hal])lien system as integrable, the first ((uestion 
that naturally arises is the existence of conserved quantities for the flow (3.27). 
These conserved quantities liave not appeared in the literature lor over a 
century even though a grea.t deal of work has been done in related areas. For 
example, the invariance of eqs.(3.28) under the transformations (3.36) below, 
which is due to Halphen liimself, does not lead to the construction of conserved 
quantities via. Noethoir’s theorem. .Similarly, in the most recent woi'k on this 
subject Chaki'civarty, Ablowitz cind Clarkson' '^  ^ have shown that one dimensional 
reductions of self dual Yang-Mills e(|uations result in classical systems and 
they have obtained Euler’s equations, Nahm’s ecjuations, Kovalevska.ya top and 
Halphen’s equations by allowing the Yang-Mills potentials to take values in some 
particular Lie algelu'as. However, ('.ontrary to the situation in the other excunples 
that these authors have presented, the reduction of the self-dual Yang-Mills 
equations to the Halphen system is not suitable for the application of the trace 
formula to obtain the conserved (|uantities. The discussion of the Hamiltonian 
structure of the Halj^hen system will show that it is not a completely integrable 
system in the sense of Liouville. The failure to find these conserved ciuantities 
must be understood in this context.
We have remarked that the flow (3.27) consists of a linear superposition of 
the flows for the Euler and Lotka-Volterra systems which admit the dilatation
d d d
Y  — -i'T.— b y-rr +ax cjy az
(3.32)
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as a compatible vector f ie ld .S in c e  the vector field X  in eq.(3.27) describing 
the flow for the Halphen system is also homogeneous, it will be compatible 
with dilata.tion as well. Then, aiqdying the procedure of section (2.5) for the 
construction of the integrable l-foi'm J that defim^s the foliation generated by X  
and Y , we obtain the Poisson 1-form
J =  -  z ‘ ) +  yz(z -  ./)) i x  + [y(z‘ -  +  xz{x  -  j)) dy
+ |2(.l.·“ -  y ‘ ) + xy(y -  x)] dz
which satisfies the Jacobi identity (2.12). Just as the (low for the Halphen .system 
consists of a linear super])osition of the Hows for the Euler a.nd Lotka-Volterra 
ecjiuitions, the Poisson 1-forrn (3.33) is a linear combination of the cubic Poisson 
1-forms (3.12),(3.25) of these same systems. However, unlike the earlier ca.ses, 
the integrable 1-forrn (3.33) does not admit an integra,ting factor.
•So fai' in the discussion of the Hamiltonian structure of the Halphen system, 
we have relied on its Euler and Lotka-Volterra limits and used the fact that 
the flow for these systems is homogeneous of degree 2 and hence admits the 
Poi.sson 1-form (3.33). However, unlike the earlier cases, the 1-form a that is 
obtained fiom eq.(2.17) is not closed and we do not have glol')ally integrable bi- 
Hamiltonian structure for the Halphen system. From the discussion of sec.(2.3) 
we may anticipate that the Halplien system is characterized by an SL{2, R)- 
valued flat connection. The realization of such a structure rests on the crucial 
observation that the flow X  in eq.(3.27), the dilatation (3.32) and the boost
_  d d
dx dy dz
satisfy the $l¿ algelira
[X, Z] = Y  , [Z, Y] = 2Z , [X, Y] =  - 2 X
where Y  has weiglit 0, while the weights of X , Z are plus and minus 1 respectively. 
Interestingly enough, this information is iiiiplicit in the discussion of Halphen'^® 
on the transformaitions
at +  d
l t  +  8 '
X ^7 7 )! +  Í (7  ^ +  ^)‘T, +aS — 7 / 3  a8 — 7 /?
X
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which leave eqs.(3.28) invariant. The.se transformations constitute a 3-parameter 
group generated by
(3.37)
which have the curious property that e\'en thougli these vector fields are the 
generators of the symmetries of (3.27), they do not yield conservation laws. Here 
we may note in parenthesis that this situation could imj^rove if the unsolved 
multiplier ])roblem for integration were to be resolved.
The vector fields Vi,v-2 ,V3 generate the action of SL{2,R)  on four variables. 
They can be regarded as the jrrolongation of the action of SL{2, R) on A4 x R.. 
The autonomous vector fields X , Y  and Z satisfy the same algeljra and do not 
depend explicitly on /.. The generators of Halphen’s transformations, in their 
characteristic form (see Olvei"*) are related to these vectors as follows
v,Q = - X ,  V2Q =  Y  -f 2tx, V:3g =  - Z  +  tY  + R X  (3.38)
and this is the form of the action of SL{2, R.) on ]jha.se sj^ace that we shall use to 
obtain the invariant density (3.42) below. We shall extend the first one of these 
vector fields as
Vig -  ViQ, (3.39)
and note that ( time-dependent ) conserved quantities for the Halphen sj'stem 
vanish under the action of (3.39). It can be verified that all three of the 
vector fields (3.38) commute with (3.39) and hence constitute symmetries. This 
observation enables us to construct a multi])lier for the extended Halphen field 
by '‘ 6
-'V/"’ -dé/, (viQ, V2q , v .3q )
which reduces to the triple scalar product
M “' =  [X ,Y ,Z ] (3,41)
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and evaluating it for the Halphen system we find
M - ‘ = 2(x -  y)(jy -  z)(z -  x)
which can be interpreted as the invariant density. That is, this multiplier is the 
same as the one that enters into the definition of the invariant volume element. 
From duality we can construct the basis l-forms J,, a and J2 according to
< ,7i , X  > =  1, < .7] , Y  > =  0, < .7i , Z > =  0,
< a , X  > =  0, < a , Y  > =  1, <  cv , Z > =  0, (3.43)
< J2 , X  > =  0, < .7-2 , Y  > =  0, < J-2 , Z > =  1.
The 1-forms .7i, a and J2 will satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equations (2.30)-(2.33) 
by virtue of eqs.(3 .3 .5 ). Using only the dua.lity relations (3.43). trom eqs.(3.27), 
(3.32) and (3.34) we find the following ex|)ressions for the ba.sis 1-forms
,7, = M[{y -  c)dx (-· -  x)dy + {x -  y)d~]
a =  M[(;i/ -  z)xdx x)ydy -(- (;r -  y)zdz]
■h =  M[{y -  z){yz -  xy -  xz)dx +  {z -  .r)(.r.; - 
-f(;r -  y){xy -  xz -  yz)dz\
where up to the conformal facto]· M which plays no role in the .Jacobi identity, 
the above expression for J2 is identical to the earlier result for ,7 in eq.(3.33).
The 1-forms .7i, a and J) play the role of connection. The connection 1-form 
r  that is obtained Irom e(is.(3.44) according to eq.(2.35) has zero curva.ture.
We have found that the boost (3.34), dilatation (3.32) and the Hal|)hen vector 
field (3.27) form a hierarchy. However, in 3 dimensioiis there is no recursion 
operator derivable from bi-Hamiltonian structure so that this interpretation 
cannot hold in the usual sense. Furthermore, the bi-Hamiltonian structure that 
gives rise to the .S'L(2, 7?,)-valued fiat connection in eqs.(3.44) must be regarded as 
that belonging to Y . That is, on M  the flow Y  admits bi-Hamiltonian structure
< Y , +1 > =  da =  J2 A ,7]
x y -  y:.
since J\ and J2 are Poisson 1-forms and Liouville’s theorem follows from eq.(2.30). 
Another expression of the fact that globally we do not have complete integrability
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for this bi-Hamiltonian structure is the fact that and J-2 can be made 
compatible at the price of non-locality. Imr compatibility the function (j in 
eq.(2.16) must be cliosen as
o·g  =  V e x p
where F denotes path ordering, which is theiefore non-local.
3.4 A tri-Hamiltonian example
In this section we shall consider a very simple example which shows tliat the 
above considered classes of Poisson structures are not disjoint. Our example 3.47 
below is a tri-Hamiltonian system one of which is in the .s/2 structure. The vector 
field
X  =  x^dx -|- y~dy -|- d; (3.47)
together with twice the dilatation and translation vectors form an .s/2 algebra. 
By switching on the dual formalism, the invariant volume element turns out to 
l,)e
dx A dy A dz
* * =  7--------TT - S ?-------- 7
which is the same as that for the Halphen system. The system is Liouville 
integrable as it can be described by the intersection of level surfaces of functions
// ,  =  4 - T;r y /■/, =  1 - 1y z
(3.49)
which are conserved quantities. The flow is then manifestly bi-Hamiltonian
< X , *1 > =  (IHi A dH-2
in M. — { 0 } where it admits
M =  ]/(xyzj ‘
as a multiplier, that is the invariant density in * 1 .
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The l-forni
y ^ -  y)dx +  -  z)dy +  xy{y -  x)dz
-  y){y -  z){z -  x) (3.52)
obtained hy contracting the volume form (3.48) of sl-2 structure is diud to the 
triunslation vector and satisfies
— < X , =1=1 > =  2a· A Ji =  d.J]
wdiere
(?/:i x2)dx +  -  x^)dy +  (.(.·■' -  i/)d:
(3.53)
(3.54)'A-i' -  y){y -  z)(z -  x)
1 his is a local Poisson structure with Poisson I-form .7 ] and with a- related to a 
conserved quantity. However, a is not integrable even locally, because it is not 
closed and give rise to a non-zero Godbillon-Vey invariant. Thus. C!odbillon-Vey 
3-foim tui ns out to be the olistruction to the local exi.st(?nce ol the comserved 
quantity for this Poisson structure. On the other hand, the Poisson 1 -form ,J\ is 
not only locally integrable, but can fu:· e.\|)ressible globally by
.7, =
2 {W, + /- /.;) ' //-2 (3.55)
in the dornein of dcifinition of conserved quantities. The other locally integrable 
1 -forjn of sl-2 structui-e is
.7, =
[z -  y)dx +  (;<; -  z)dy +  [y -  x)dz
(•i·· -  y){y -  z){z -  x)
and is dual to the dynamical vector field.
Note finally, tliat the ratio of inv;».ria.nt densities associated witli tlie above two 
structures is expressible as a function of tlie fundamental conserved quantities.
Chapter 4
Further examples of Liouville 
integrable systems in 
3-dimensions
We sliall present a. IkuicIi oF exarnj^les vvliidi ai’e coin|)letely int(\t^ ra.hle l)i- 
Hamiltonicin systems and investigate the properties of their Poisson structures. 
We shall see, on one hand, the necessity of generalizing the Lie-Poisson structures 
to include nonlinear terms and, on the other hand, the possibility of transforming 
a nonlinear Poisson structure to an affine one and hence identifying the underlying 
structure with a centrally extended Lie algebra. As an exiimple we shall give the 
explicit transformations which map the nonlinear Poisson structures of Maxwell- 
Bloch .system into affine Lie-Poisson structures of Lorenz system. In sections (4.1) 
and (4.5) we shall demostrate the use of existence of compatible vector field in 
finding the conserved ciuantities of dynamical systems. For various exa.mples we 
shall see that finding a suitable coordinate system is a crucial step in searching 
the integrability of a dynamical system. In the final section of this chapter we 
shall consider examples from epidemiology. .Starting from the simplest model 
for the spread of epidemics, we shall show that it can be modified to include 
arbitrary functions without changing the underlying integrable structure. We 
shall also investigate the symplectic structure on the leaves of the foliation of the
.39
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3 dimensional phase space.
4.1 Lorenz Model
The Lorenz niodel'^ is gi\en by the vector 
X ~ ¿  é. + é (4. 1)> y ' '
where a and p are the Prandtl and R,a3deigh numbers respectively and ft is the 
a.spect ratio. It e.xliibits chaotic l.'ieliaviour foi' most values of tliese ])ai-ameters, 
however, we shall show that in two limiting cases the Lorenz model leduces to 
the same dynamical .system which admits bi-Hamiltonian structure. These limits 
are most conveniently characterized by the Rayleigh number p, namely p =  0  and 
p oo.
More precisely, we shall first consider the case
p =  0 , ^ = 1, ft
which, as .Segur' ’^ has shown, admits
/-/ = ■ift +
(a:·^  -  zft
(4.5)
as a conserved quantity. This case has
, ,  d d . d
^  ~
as compatible vector field. From eq.(2.55) the resulting 1 -form
J = + z^)xdx -f -  z)ydy +  (x'^z -f- y ’ )dz
is precisely of the form of eq.(2 .2 0 ) with
and H is given by eq.(4.3). The equations (2.58, 2.59) can be solved for 
the other conserved quantity, only if we consider them with explicit time
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dependence. The re.sult i,s a coinserved quantity with a linear time dependence, 
which when exponentiated, i.s equal to Hi below. In order to exhibit the bi- 
Hamiltonian structure of eqs.(4.1) subject to the condition.s (4.2), we need two 
time-independent constants of motion. But extensive secirches^^“ '^ '' have failed 
to yield such a conserved quantity. The clue to the bi-Mamiltonian structure of 
eqs.(4.1) and (4.2) lies in the fact that this system admits two time-dependent 
COnserved Cjuanti t ies
Hi /■/, =  C^'(y^-Pz^), (4.7)
and the time-independent expression (4.3) results from the elimination of t from 
eqs.(4.7). In order to be able use eqs.(4.7) in the discussion of Hamiltonian 
structure, we need to find a transformation of the dynamical variables and time 
such that in terms of the new \’ariables they are independent of the new time 
parameter
;r = T^'U , y =  |r'-u , 3 =  -^  T^w , i =  -  log(r'-74) (4.8)
whereby the equations of motion corresponding to the vector Held (4.1) subject 
to eq.(4.2) take the form
u' — -V , v' =  — ute , w' =  uv (4.9)
with prime denoting differentiation with respect to r. In the new dynamical 
variables
Hi =  w — . Hz - (4.10)
are indeed time-independent conserved quantities.
Using eqs.(4.10) we can write eqs.(4.9) in bi-Hamiltonia.n form with the 
Poisson 1 -forms
J\ — ^{—‘ludu4rdto)
J z =  — I ( f d v 4- w d w).
which are compatible. From expression for Jj we can read off
(4.11)
1
■9 ’ = i4 (4.12)
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which, apart from those related by symmetry, are the only non-zero elements. 
Hence the underlying algel)ia determined by the first structure matrix of the 
Lorenz ¡nodel subject to conditions (4.2) is
[«.■('] = [»,■«·’] = 0, [i',w] = - - U (-1.13)
This algebra can be identified with the central extention of nilpotent algebra 
of Weyl group, i.e. /1], by a rescaling of generators
{u,v, w) ( - - e i .e - 2 ,e:3 ) (4.14)
for which the central charges turn out to I.m" —1 / 2 . The underlying algebra for 
Ji is the Lie algebra of the c|uotient group .S’0(3)/.S '0(2) which is the circle.
The Harniltonian structi.u’e of this integrable case in the Lorenz model had 
earlier l>een considered l)y Sen and Ta.l:)oi'.''·' Bvit Ijecause of their use of 2-forms, 
rather than the bi-vector 0 , Sen and Talior were only al l^e to ])resent jjartial 
results restricted to subspaces where either H\ or //■.) were constant. In contrast, 
our approach yields the complete Hamiltonian structure directly without any 
restrictions.
The second completely integrable case of the Lorenz system is known as the 
conservative l i m i t . T h i s  is obtained through the scaling of eqs.(4.1) according 
to
t t /,, .r
1
-•i', U ( afVJ (tC
with c =  {(jp) 2 . In the limit e —> 0 the ecp.iations of motion for (4.1) reduce to
=  y ■, i/ =  +  -i-b xy
which is known to admit two time-independent conserved quantities. However, 
this case is actually identical to the previous one as the transformation
a — X , V =  2y, XU — 2 (~ — 1 ) (4.17)
carries eqs.(4.9) into eqs.(4.16)
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Fiiicilly, we shall present the solution of eq(2.69) for the Lorenz model which 
enables us to include arbitriirv constants into the Poisson 1 -forins. We find that
— —2uv{vHu — uyHy) {^J'i +  X'h) (4.18)
where y =  x{H\. Ii>) is an arbitrary function of its arguments.
d'he Lorenz system is well-known to be a chaotic .system, in Lict it is genercilly 
considered to be the prototype of dynamical systems exhibiting chciotic behaviour. 
We have shown that in two extreme cases it reduces to the same com])letely 
integrable bi-Hamiltonian system which is an example of a Nambu system.'^* 
.Systematic searches have lieen conducted'’·^ ’'^ ·'' to find other values of the 
parameters p,a  and ,'i for whicfj the Lorenz model admits a pair of conserved 
cjuantities and no other cases have been found. Based upon these results we can 
conclude that so far tlie only cases where the Lorenz model can be shown to 
admit bi-Hamiltonian structuie aie the two discussed alrove.
(4.19)
4.2 May-Leonard equations
The May-Leonarf.t siysteni'^ ^^
X  =  \:r -  x{x  +  ay +  /:?-)] |: +  [;!/ -  vift-i: +  y + az)] ^
-f [-■ -  z{ax +  fty + z)]
which have their origin in biology ¿ire similar to the Lotkci-Volterra equations. 
Strelcyn and Wojchiecowski'*’ liave discussed the conserved quantities associated 
with this system. They have concluded that for a =  (4
z [ y  -  X )
Í i x[z -  y)
are conserved. But it is reívdily verified that
and cyclic
dHi A dll2 = 0
so that they are functionally dependent and cannot be used to exhibit the possible 
bi-Hamiltonian structure of eqs.(4.J9).
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The May-Leonard equations present a problem similar to the situation for the 
Lorenz iriodel at zero Reynolds number. Namely, two functionally indejrendent 
conserved quantities exist only if we consider the explicitly time-dependent case. 
The equations of motion (4.19) must then be transformed so that in terms of the 
new dyncimical variablois the conserved quantities contain no explicit dejrendence 
on time. For a =  (1 ^ [ this transformation is given by
ri = cyclic (4.20)
and eqs.(4.19) are thereby brought into the form
(III.
dr
where t  — is the new independent varialsle. Tin' conserved quantities of this 
sj'stem can easily be found as
(h> dw
~  “ ’ Ih
,1—a _
Hi t
/ ,,, n1/(2«-H)=: + r 3-0 + 1 y^ +l j
H-2
1-a ^
o^+ 1^ 0+1 j
I-h =  id
whicli give the time dependent integrals in the origina.1 va.ria.bles:
[y -  x) ,
(-^  -  y) ·
In the new variables the Ma.y-Leonard system is bi-Hamiltonian with
J\ — —(1 — 0')“’('ti“'^  du -f -y“"  dv),
■h =  — (1 — o:)“ ‘ (v“ '·^· dv -f u’·“" dw)
and the corresponding Hamiltonian functions are given by //o and Hi, 
respectively. The multiplier is ( 1  — a)'^.
4.3 Max well-Bloch equations
.A. classical model for laser systems consists of the Maxwell-Bloch equations. For 
periodic boundary conditions this model is given by the vector fiekF'^
X  = l - k E  +  !,P) ^  +  ( - 7 iC  +  g E A )  d  _  -  A „) -  4gPE]  (4.2.5)
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where E  cuid P  are the envelopes of electric and polarization fields, iind A is the 
population inversion field. VVe shall now show that for
2Â: 7x =  7|| ^ Ao — 0.
this ystem can be written as a bi-Ilainiltonian .system. In this case using the 
transformation
;c =  et 'E » , y =  , j  =  e 'A ^  , r =  (4.27)
r v
the Maxwell-l:}]och e(|ua.tions assume the form
, y> ^  ^ /  =  -ijLxSyO^l-'ik (4.28)
which is suitable for the discussion of its Hamiltonian structure. The conserved 
quantities of this sytem are
7/i =  I-J2 =  ,
which correspond to the following time dependent conserved quantities in original 
vai'iables
1
/7, =  (/?'* +  -  P'^)e''''·'. Hi -  {E'  ^ +
The Poisson 1 -forms are given l.^ y
J, =  - 2 - g  +  2 “ ) ih -  <hj +  kx ’^ z“ -^' dz) , (4.31)
h  =  ^  {2,jx‘> - 'dx  ^  kz“ ^-'dz)
where
is the multiplier for the system.
We note that the appearent similarity of the integrable cases of the Maxwell- 
Bloch and Lorenz equations suggests that there may be a transformation of the 
variables which wil carry on onto the other. Indeed, the bi-Hamiltonian case of
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Maxwell-Bloch equations are transformed into the first integrable case of Lorenz 
model by
h  ^ IC IC 1
=  dz-x , P =  ± — 2/ ,  A =  ) Lv/B =(j ( f  2k
Moreover, the traiisiormation
V  =  1/  , XU — 2 k (4.34)
whose Jacobian determinant is tlie multiplier M , sends eq(4.28) into a divergence 
free form. The resulting equation is identical with the first bi-Hamiltonian case 
of Lorenz model, up to a constant multiple, namely eq(4.!J).
4.4 Atomic systems with two energy levels
In connection with the level crossing problem in atomic physics, the dynamical 
system
d E _  ^  _  _ }C i  u ' l r ,
(IX f/A E ’ dA E ’ ^
has been studied as a model describing the change in the energy levels of an
atom with only two le\'els as a function of the eigenvalue. We refer to Steeb-
Brits-Euler'’'^  and and ATikawa'^  ^ for an explanation of the symbols. Por eqs.(4.35)
there exist two independent conserved quantities
/A = ;H + 4 l /^  Ih =  EV  (4.36)
which gives the bi-Hamiltonian structure
.7i =  +  W  dV)
(4.37)
Ji =  y g V d E  +  E dV )
with the multiplier M  =  'IE. This structure can be extended as eq(2.69) has the 
solution
>»= ( | + A '( W , . « 2 ) '
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and the corresponding Poisson I-ionn is
E
Ju, =  1··'· ( f-Iv +  X
-1
(8 -/2  -  x E ) .
where x' is an arbitrary function of tlie consei-ved Hamiltonians.
(4.39)
4.5 A limit cycle system
The commuting vector fields
X  = —y -  z +  fix{ 1 -  -  y- -  z'-) + .r +  //,■( — y  ^ — r/iw /:
0
and
-f ;2 (;iy ~ ^)] ^  + 1 -  ir -  -  u{y -  z)
y  =  - ( ! !  + +  +  E
ax ay oz
dz
(4.41)
were considered by Sl.eeb and Euler"·'' as a limit cycle sysi.em. Foi· // =  0
K.
yz +
(.!/ -
is a conserved qiuintity lor both ol these vector fields. The observation that the 
1 -form (2.55) and dX- difler l.)y a conlormal factor, determines the multiplier foi' 
this system
M = j S ' ~  * ’  -  »* -  » T ’ (> -  * )-*  (4.4.3)
and tlie second coTiserved tjuantity ror tlie flow X  follows from the solution of
eqs(2.58, 2.59)
-3V 1 · - { y  +  z) 1 ,ri =  arcsin ...  ...... In -^----------
v 2  ^2x -^ +  { y 4 - z f  d { y - z )
which involves an arbiti'ary lunction x  of the first conserved quamtity.
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4.6 Integrable models for epidemics
Recently Nutku' '^  ^ presented the bi-Hamiltonian sti'ucture of the S IR  mcjdel 
of Kermack and McKendrick'^'’ governing the spread of epidemics for a closed 
population. The Kermack-McKendrick vector field is given by
(4.45)
where S stands for the number of susceptibles. I for tliose infected and R denotes 
the removals. The constants a ,r determine the infection and removal rates of 
infectives respectively. The eciuations of motion that I'esult from (4.45) admit 
two conserved quantities
/-/, =  5' + / +  li , y-/^  = R + -  log .S'
and the integrating factor of the Pfaff systenl is
M =  (r,S7)-'
(4.46)
(4.47)
which provides all the information we need for immediately constructing the 
Poisson 1-forms. From eq.(2.20) we find
Ji =  rSI (dS +  dl -t- dR) , 
,¡2 — — I {adS +  rSdR) .
(4.48)
which should be compared to the matrices of Hamiltonian structure functions 
given by Nutku.' '^^
In the discussion of the spread of epidemics in a closed population, where it 
will be understood that H\ is constant, we may dispense with R and use only 
the first two of eqs.(4.45) which consists a self-consistent system on its own. In 
this Ccise the evolution of R can eventindly be obtained from those of S and 
/  using first of eq.(4.46). We shall now consider the restriction of Kermack- 
McKendrick system to the surfaces of constant total population and show that 
on these surfaces it admits symplectic structure.
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On the surface of constant total ])opulation the Kennack-McKendrick system 
is given by the vector held
where the quantity
/ /  = //, -  / / ,  = 5 'd- /  -  -  log ,s·
is conserved. This system admits .symplectic structure
< X  , a· > -- dH
with (4.50) as the Hamiltonian function and
(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.51)
iO
rSI
dl A dS (4.52)
the .symplectic 2-form.
In the Kermack-McKendrick model it is assumed that the average number of 
contacts sufficient to transmit infection i.)(m· infective in unit time is a constant A. 
The constant r determining the infection rate is related to A l.)y r — X/IJi which 
contains the removcds. Another model, still for a closed i)opulation, so that Hi 
is again constant, uses nonconstant r assuming that the removals have no effect 
on the infection rate.“'*^ This model for epidemics is given by the vector held
X  =
and it admits
. S / T  +  ^ o r A  -5 , d
S +  /  '■" dS ' \ S -f- /  ‘^  "  y 01 ^  '' OR
1
¡¡2  =  -  ln(.S' +  / )  -  -  In S
a A
(4.53)
(4.,54)
as a second conserved quantity. For this system the multiplier and Ji differ only 
by a constant from those of the Kermack-McKendrick model. The second Poisson 
1-form for eqs.(4.53) is given by
1
5 + /
{ [ (A -n ) .S '-a /] f / ,S ' +  A /d /) (4..55)
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A more general model which de]>ends on an a priori unsj^ecilied function 
6'(,S'+ / )  satisfying the conditions
C{S  +  / )  > 0, C{S  +  / )  > 0, + n 0 (4.56)
dt S +  I
has also been discussed."^ The resulting model for a fatal disease in a closed 
population consists of the following ecpiations
(4,57)
and contains as special cases all those discussed previously. Once again H\ is 
conserved and the multiplier is the inverse of SI. There is a. second conserved 
quantity
112 =  D{S +  / )  — alogS (4.58)
involving a function D{x)  which is ol.-)tained l.)y carrying out the quadrature
D{x) =  r  ^ ^ d x '
cuid the Poisson 1-form resulting from H2 is
J-2 =
1
{[(C'(.S' + 1) -  a) S -  al] dS -b C{S  +  l )Sdl}
(4.59)
(4.60)
S + 1
which is compatible with ./j.
The basic structure of the Kerma.ck-IVlcKendrick equations governing the 
spread of epidemics allows consideralde freedom for incorj^orating new effects 
without changing the underlying bi-Hamiltonian structure.
We note that if we restrict these models to the surfaces of constant total 
population, then they will admit symplectic structure. Interestingly enough, the 
.symplectic 2-form of cu remains the same as in eq.(4.52) even for the most general 
model above which contains the arbitrary function C{S +  1). The Hamiltonian 
function is of course changed into the appro])riate conserved cpiantity as in 
eq.(4.58).
Chapter 5
Multi-Hamiltonian structure of 
2-component equations of 
hydrodynamic type
In this and tİK··: next rlia|.)ters we shall concern with the inulti-Hainiltonian 
structure of equations of liydroclynamic type. A system of hydrodynamic 
type equations is a system of liomogeneous first order quasi-linear evolution 
equations. The Hamiltonian structure of equations of hydrodynamic type and 
their differential geometry were introduced by Dubrovin and Novikov.*  ^ This 
theory was originally developed lor systems arising from averiiging the completely 
integrable nonlinear evolution equations such as the KdV arid Sine-Gordon 
equations, by the Bogolyubov-Whitham averaging method. We refer to the recent 
expository article^ and the extensive bibliography therein.
Historically, equations of liydrodynamic type*^  first arose as quasi-linear second 
order wave equations in 1 + 1 dimensions. Equations of E u ler,P o isso ir '’'·^ and 
Born-lnfeld* '^  ^ are examples of wave equations which can be wi'itten as a pair of 
first order equations of hydrodynamic type. The equations of gas dynamics
Ui +  UUx +  v' =  0 , 
Vi +  VUx +  tuq,. =  0 , (5.1)
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which are obtained from an Eulerian description of motion, ])rovide the ])rototype 
ol such ec|uations. Nutku '^'·^  ^ has investigated the infinite number of conservation 
laws tor these ecjualions and ha.s shown that they admit tri-Hamiltonian structure 
of hydrodynamic type. In subsequent papers*’^ ’·'' this structure was further 
investiga.ted. .Almost all two-component equations of iiydrodynamic ty])e have 
been realized in tlie generalized ga,s dynamics hierarchy with at least quadri- 
Hamiltonia.n structure three of wliich are hydrodynamic type and one is a third 
order.
We shall conclude tlie discussion of the Hamiltonian structure of these 2- 
coniponent systems by presenting two further examples. First we have the Euler’s 
ecpiation
vha -  (] +  = 0 (5.2)
governing tlie ]u-opagation of ]:>lane sound waves of finite amplitude and another 
quasi-linear second order wave equation
=  0. (5.3)
which is related to a system considered by Olver and Nutku '^  ^ . Bogoyavlenskii'·’* 
have sliown that eq.(5.3) can l.)e olitained as one of the continuum limit of the 
Toda lattice. Euler’s equation results from a Lagrangian, whereas eqs.(5.1) 
are obtained from an Eulerian description of motion. However, we shall show 
that, even though the equations of motion look quite different in different 
representations, they have the same Hamiltonian operators in common ¡provided 
7  +  7 = 2 .  We shall also indicate new infinite sets of conserved quantities.
5.1 Gas dynamics hierarchy
The equations of gas dynamics were shown to admit quadri-Hamiltonian struc-
ture ·^'··'^
u, =  - J o E ( / / f )  =  -J ,E (/-/o ' 0
1
=  —  J ,E (f/i^ ) =  - ./3 E (//^ )  7 7 ^ 0
7
(5.4)
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where id =  v,u^ =  u are components of the vector u and E denotes the 
Euler operator, or the varicitional derivative witli respect to u. The Hamitonian 
operators =  0, 1,2,3 are skew-adjoint matrices of dilFerential operators
satisfying the Jacobi identities. The first three of these are first order and 
mutually compatible, whereas the last one is third order and incompatible with 
the rest. J'he bi-Ma.miltoMia.n structure is given by
d
,./y =  a, D D ^ -
dx
Л  7^  0
vD  -f- Dv (7 — '2)Du -r uD  
1  \ Du -b (7 -  2)uD iP-'^D -b DiP-'^
where (Jj is tlie Pauli matrix. By Magri’s theorem,·'^ the recursion operator'^
(5.5)
(5.6)
r{ =  J , J p (5.7)
generates, in general, two infinite families of conserved ciuantities. (.See section 5 
for a discussion of the exce])tional case 7  =  2.) The third Hamiltonian operator 
is given by
Л =
D
D
u vD  -b D 'u v
1 ( 7 - 2 K - 4 ^ ‘
( 7  -  f).
+ \
i nd 4-+ Т7Г D
i l  -  1).
7 ( 7  — “ )■<*" +
+
,у7-1
( 7 - l ) J
uxP~^D +  DuiP~^
D
, (5 .8 )
/(7 - O J
We note tliat for tlie case of shallow water Wcives, 7  =  2 ,  this operator is trivially 
related to the earlier ones by
J-2 =  RMo (5.9)
but for a generic 7 , J-i is a new nontrivial Hamiltonian operator. F i n a l l y , we 
have the fourth Hamiltonian opei ator
./3 =  Dir^DlJ-^a.D (.5.10)
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where
(./ =
XL V
, '/ - 2 a\ 1 ^
and this gives rise to tlie first order conserved density
IV =
U  ^ 2X’ ' 'X·
(5.11)
(5,12)
which is due to Verosky. 6.3
Equations of polytropic gas dynamics
coniserved densities
=  7'y ,
Ho =  XIV ,
1 ., xi‘
1 0 xiv'^
 ^ ^  7 ( 7  - 1 ) ’
H i
1 . u' t^V
2 4 “  ^ 2 7 (7 - 1 )
, 7  /  Ü,
+
(5.13)
H i  = X L  ,
H i  = ) ( 7 - :
y - f - l
H i  -
■^(7 - 1) ’
H i  = - ( 7 -24' 2 2(7 -  1)
,2 (7 - 1 )
+
(5.14)
- 3 )  ’
with superscripts E and L denoting the Euler and Lagrange liierarcliies, 
respectively. The recursion operator keeps the two hierarchies separate.
It is the third conserved cpiantity in the Euler hierarchy which acts 
as the Hamiltonian function for various physically interesting quasi-linear wave
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ecjuations. The exceptionfil case 7  =  1 where
1/.¡E _  V.,2
, — ~ ' a v  +  ’^ ( I n  V — 1 ) (5.15)
corresponds to Poisson's equation in nonlinear acoustics, while 7  =  —1, which 
is also known as Chaplygin gas, yields the Born-Inleld equation and classical 
sliallow watei' equations a.re obtained for 7  =  2. The first nontrivial conserved 
quantity in the La.grange hierarchy ///" has not played a role in the equations 
which were discussed earlier.
5.2 Euler’s equation
In 1757 Euler considered finite amplitude plane soruid waves and obtained the 
quasi-linear second order partial difFerential equation( 5 .2 ) where T(;i·,/.) is the 
displacement in a Lagrangian description of motion. This equation has been the 
subject of extensive classic, investigations.'·’'^  We shall now show that the second 
oj’der equation which results from the i.ise of the Hamiltonian function /¡I·' in the 
Lagrange hiera.rchy is ijrecisely Euler’s equation.
Equation ( 5 .2 ) is a member of a class of completely integrable nonlinear 
wave eqiuitions which admits infinitely many conservation laws.'·’'’  Thus, through 
the introduction of a new potential <1> , Euler’s equation can be realized as 
the integrability condition of a first order system according to the formalism 
of Nutku.' '^ ’^'’·^ Such a s}'stem is given by
=  - 7  “ '(1 +  dT·)"^ , 7^  7^  0
=  <I), (5.16)
and using the velocity fields
we find the evolution equations
Ut
Vl
= 1 + 'IT-,
=  U,:
(.5.17)
(5.18)
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which belong to the class of equations of hydrodyncunic type. Equations( 5.18) 
admit prinitiry Hamiltonian structure
u, = — JoFAH^) 
7
with Hamiltonian density
1 - y 7 ' 7  ^ 0 , 1
and comparison with eq.( 5.14) leads to the identificiition
7 + 1 = ■·^·
(5.19)
(5.20)
(0 .21)
The choice of the velocity fields in eqs.( 5.17) and the identification( 5.21) were 
designed to cast Euler’s equation into a form whereby its bi-Hamiltonian structure 
is manifest. Thus
u, =  =  - r C y i < n n y >  (5.22)
7 7
where the Hamiltonian operators are identical to those given in eq.( 5.5) and 
e(|.( 5 .6 ). It is not ])0 .ssible to extend the recursion relation beyond this Ijecause 
77_j  ^ is not defined. On the other liand using the recursion operator we can 
construct the next completely integrable equation
'l'íí +
1
t 'IT-í +  [7 ;^
- 3 7 ' 1 2 'í/( -]v ]/,, =  0 (5.23)
7'(1 +  V ( 1  -  7') (1 +  'iT·)·' '^ (1 +
for which the first Hamiltonian function is and we can therefore extend the 
recursion relation to include J-2. The third order Hamiltonian operator ./3 exists 
for all of these equations. Quasi-linear wave equations in the hierarchy of Euler’s 
equation admit quadri-Hamiltonian structure. The first three Hamiltonian 
structures of Euler’s equation were obtained by Kupershmidt^' using a differouit 
approach.
5.3 A continuous limit of Toda lattice
In our discussion of the multi-Hamiltonian structure of Euler’s equation we have 
introduced the first order system (5.16) which is not defined for 7 ' -- 0. On the
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other hand the resulting equations of liydrodynamic type (5 .IS) are defined for 
all Y  but they are not bi-Hamiltonian in the exceptional case 7 ' =  0 . This gap 
is filled by the equation (o.3) which is ol)tained fty an interchange of the roles of 
X and t in Euler’s equation for 7 ' =  0.
We considei- the first oi’cler svstem
(5.24)
the iiitegraijility coinlitioiis of u'liidi rc.'iiilt in ei|.( -5..J) for the potentia.1 >K, while
0  scitisfie.s
— (I ~h P^t) =  0 , (5.25)
Liiler s equation tor Y  =  0  with the roles ot .r and / interchanged. Defining the 
velocit}^ fields u = <!>.,; and v =■ we obtain the hydrodynainic system
e V:r .
(5.26)
which cii*e qucidri-Harniltoiiian equations of hydrodynamic type. The bi-Hamil­
tonian structure is defined by the oj)erators Jq = Jq and
e^D + De:’ uD 
Du 2D
(5.27)
The third licuniltonian opei’a.tor
j  _  /  -uD'D +  DuD' ( j Y  + cY D  +  De:
\ e^D + D{D' + u D +  Du
which IS tiivially lehited to the first two was obtained ea r lie r .T h e se  operators 
are comj)atible. There is also a third order Hamiltonian operator for eqs.( 5.26)
(5.28)
J:, =  D U ;'D u y < j ,D , (5.29)
U =
U V
(5..-J0)
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which is incompatible with tlie rest. These equations achiiit the first order 
conserved density
/-/ = V:,. (5.31)
which is analoguous to Verosky's result.
I lie lecujsioii operatoi’ H =  generates iniinitely many conserved
quantities the first i(nv of which are
/-/-^1 =  
f i t  = 
l i t  =
f i t
f i t
fit
V , 
u .
-·(/.■- + e" ,
-(■ '2ucl' ,
-u·' +  3w^e·' +  -e-'" , 
T 6 ec'-^ .
0
(5.32)
Apait tiom the fii'st one all the conserved quantities in this sequence are I’elated 
to those in tlie Lagrangian sequence ol generalized gas dynamics. The recursion 
operator R. when ajqdied to the conserved density in the Eulerian sequence 
geneiates the analogue of the Lagrangian sequence, this situation is in agreement 
with the fact that the two sequences of conserved ciuantities for gas dynamics 
become identicaE^ to the Benne}'· sequence^® when 7  =  2 , which corresponds to 
7 ' =  0  for Euler’s equation.
5.4 Further conserved quantities for shallow 
water equations
Two-component equations of hydrodynamic, type admit conserved quantities 
which satisfy a linear second order partial differential equation in 2  variables.*’®
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From general theory we know that the solution of such an equation contains two 
cirbitrary functions. Indeed, for a generic 7  the two infinite families of conserved 
Hamiltonians of the Eulerian and the Lag'rangian sequences form a complete set 
in terms of which we can express these arbitrary functions. However, it was 
already noted by Nutkir^ '^  that foj* tlie case of shallow water waves ( 7  =  2 ) these 
two sequences are no longei* lineai'ly independent and we have just seen above 
that the same phenomenon occurs for 7 ' =  0 . This degeneration of the Eulerian 
and the La.grangian sequences into one, ncimely the Benney sequence, results in 
the loss of an arldtrary function. Thus for 7  =  2 , or 7 ' — 0 we are missing an 
infinite set ol conserved qua.ntities.
Possible end/starting elements of such a missing sequence of conserved 
qiuintities are the (Jasimirs C winch satisfy
J ,E {C )= .0 (5,33)
and for shallow water equations we find that these distinguished functions are
(.5,34)
given by
C =  \/u'^  — 4v
and u itself. For the non-trivial Casimir 5.34 simple waves satisfying
=  Av (,5.35)
form a dividing line iu the discussion which follows and appro])riate restrictions 
must be imjjosed in order to insure that the arguments of the square roots are 
positive. The Benney sequence and the Casirnirs can be obtained in various limits 
of Manin’s generating function'·’'·'
M {k) =  \J{u +  k y  — 4u — (n +  k) (5.36)
for conserved quantities satisfied by the shallow water equations. We have the 
following infinite sequences of conserved quantities which include the non-trivial 
Casimir
... —> . — —> \/u'^  — 4u —> 0 , — 4v > 0
-  4u
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which was pointed out by Antonowicz-Forcly'^" and
0 \/4n — vd —» -If.’sin '
¿\/V
"b 'u \/4y + ... , i / ^ - 4 ' u < 0 ,  (.5.38)
where arrow indicates the sense o( the recursion o])erator. Once agaiiF'  ^ djc 
acts as the inverse of tlie recursion operator.
Chapter 6
Bi-Hamiltonian structure of 
N-component Kodama equations
Yet another way ol obtaining liydrodynainic type equations has been introduced 
by Kodama'^° as a result ol a reduction procedure applied to dispersionless- 
Kadointsev-Petviashvili equation
{(¡h -  =  <l>yy ( 6. 1)
which IS also known as the Zabolostkaya-lvhokhlov ecpiation. I'he Ivodaina 
reduction gives ecpiations of: hydiodynamic tyj>e in son>e auxiliary functions {id }, 
i =
In 1 -M dimensions tliese equations are defined by an N x N matrix (;(u)
u[ =  uYn) 1/,} (6.2)
where we employ the summation convention over re])eated indices, and the set of 
equations in the other Linie coordinate y is related to eq(6 .2 ) in order to ensure 
the compatibility conditions, for  each choice of matrix (1 ( 1 1 ), these equations of 
hydrodynamic tyj)e are used to construct a class of solutions of Zaliolostkaya- 
Khokhlov equation.'^
Kodama has shown that the shallow water equations is an example of such a
61
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system with
■) ] ir
and he proposed the following generalization
0  u^-'
v{u) =
0  0
0
0
■id
id
, N - l
aN /
(6.3)
(6.4)
for the N-component case.
In an eaidier work,^*’ we have started the nuilti-com]:)onent sj'stems by 
presenting the bi-Hamiltonian structure of N =  3,4 Ccises in eq(6.4) and 
ha\'e conjectured that the .N-coni|)onent Kodama equations ai'c I:)i-Ha.miltonian 
systems. VVe shall show the complete integrabilit}' of eq(6.4) by explicitly 
constructing the bi-Hamiltonia,n structure. Our previous results will constitute 
examples of the construction. VVe shall work out e.xplicitly N =  5 case as an 
illustration and a new example.
6.1 Bi-Hamiltonian structure of 3 and 
4-component Kodama equations
Before working on the N-com])onent Kodama. equations we first recall the results 
for the N=3 and 4 cases. These results will constitute exani])les of a more general 
construction which we shall study in the next sections.
Kodama^^ has shown that the reduction of the dKP equation which results
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ill the shallow water ec|uatioiis leads to the tollowing generalization for a 3 - 
component field
(6.5)
winch aie ecjuations ol hydrcxi^^iiiiniic tyjie. They admit an infinite se([uence of 
conserved Hanii 1 tonians
i; ^  ^ U W V ] i y  \
iU = 0 u u) ID
1 / 1 0 1/, J \ n  /
/ ^ - 1
Ho
/-/i
=  %
tW + (6.6)
- -{iHv +  + UlO^ ),
1 3 , 3 3 , , 3
-u' V + -'ICC- + -u  vr +  -mo ,
4 4 8 8
analoguous to the Beiine}-' sequence for shallow' water waves. Kodaina ha,s further 
noted that his equations can be written in Hamiltonian form
u, =  ./oE (//,) (6.7)
w'here
i  0 0  d \
Jo = (6 .8)
/
0 D 0 
D 0 0
and u — (v,iu,u) ill that order. The second Hamiltonian operator for Kodama’s 
equations is given by
I v D + D v  + uD \
I.U i~\ ■ I /  ^ \ T-^ I / ^  o 1■ 7 ,= ^ f C  +  C.» | (2 « - ^ ) B  + D i ( 2 u - 5 )
Du
u r ' 2w'
and it can be verified that this ex'pression for J^  satisfies the .Jacobi identities and 
is compatible with Jq. l l ie  recursion operator lor this bi-Hamiltonian system
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generates the infinite sequence of conserved Hamiltonians obtained by Kodama 
starting with V .  But in addition there is an infinite sequence of conserved 
quantities starting with w
H'o =
ru 1 I <’■f'JI — —‘HW -----2
3 3 uv^
J'I-> =  + -T-8  4 6  w 32 uP
/ / 3  — — ILVW +  -—Xld +
8 16 32 w
 ^ 5 c'·^   ^ 1 t’*·'
^l6Ü 7 ^ T 2 8 ^  ’
5 xi^ v^
(C.IO)
0  X¿ V
64 xid
4'hus we have 2  infinite families of conserved Hamiltonians for the 3 -component 
Kodama equations which are given l)y rational functions. However we are missing 
an infinite family conserved (|uantiti(is.
As in our earlier discussion of the. conservation laws for the classical shcdlow 
water equations, the missing inJinite sequence of conserved quantities must 
include the Casimir. For the Hamiltonian operator(6.9) we find that
C =  (3u -
V ( i + 0 ’ /'^  + i
1/(3
 ^ =  77
16 (3v — xf^Ÿ (6.11)
(27)’- {xxd +  ^xC — |ue)'" 
is the non-trivial Casimir. Once again xi is also a. Casimir.
Firicdly, we note the result that the 4-component form of Kodama’s ecpiation
Í V \  ^ XL $ V V '1
(  " \
V 0 XL .s r V
s 0 0 XL S ,s
\ / 1 0 0  XI !
is also a bi-Hamiltonian system with
./0 =
/ 0 0 0 D \
0 0 D 0
0 D 0 0
1D 0 0 0  )
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cind
Jy =  7:
6vD +  orD +  2?v„ 4.s/2 +  .Sj; 3uD \
bvD +  37’:,; 4ynD +  2 ?;?,.,. ',hiD + n.x 2pD
4sD +  3 .S1 · 3nJJ + 2n,,. 2qD +  q-x {rl.s)D
3Du 2Dp D{r/.^) AD
(6.14)
who^ re
rn
1 v~ vr 
2 D ^
1
2 7 ’
l ! : !
2  .S2
It —
v r  2 7"  ^ V  7
“ 7 + 7 1 · ’ V “.s- 0 .S’^  .s
.2
.2
The N-componen1, Kodama equations are evident)}' Ih-Harniltoiiian. Tliis we shall 
show Ijy using some symmetry properties of the ec|uations. In the next sections 
we shell! give a simple method of constructing the second Hamiltonian operator 
for the N-component Kodama equations (6 .2 ), (6.4). The construction will rely 
mainly on the dimensional analysis of the equations. This analysis will enable us
to write an .'\nsatz foi■ an /Y X N mativix r
{N -  l ) u ’ (N -  2)n 2 {N ■-  3)a··' 0  ^
{N — l)t i^ {N -  2)m {N - - 3)??i2·^ m'2 .A'---2 0
r =
{N -  1 )7 {N -  2)m (yV - - 3)'/?/.'^ '^ 0
[ N - - 1 ) ( 7 - ’ {N -  2)m ·^· ■^ '-■ 2 (yV-,·;Í)?7í.'2’^ “ 2 „ , N - 2 . N - 2 0
\ {N — l)u^ {N -  2)riC'-- ' • 2  (yV -.· !)77?,''^-*·'^ j j^yV-l,/V- 2 N/2 j
(6.1.5)
which completely determines the second Hamiltonian operator (see eq(6.40)). 
The matrix F contains {N  +  1 )(/V — 2 ) / 2  unknown rational functions ??d·' =  77H'. 
We shall show that the monomials in these functions can be determined by solving 
a linear Diophiintine equation for the triple (¿,7 , N) in the set of positive integers 
and the construction of the second Hamiltonian o])erator is thereby reduced to
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The number of these constants will be related to the pcirtition functions of linear 
Diophantine equations. For N= 2  the second Hamiltonian operiitor of shallow 
water equations (6.3) follows fi'oin the definition of Ansatz. Besides the examples 
which were ahead}' given in this section, we shall work out N= 5  case as a further 
illustration.
6.2 Kodama equations: first Hamiltonian 
structure
Eq(6.2) with (6.4) can be written as
= +  E k =  l , 2 ,...,yv (6.16)
i=ü
which cire indeed in the form of conservation laws
=  d,Q^v.l , di = d
duJ
(6,17)
with approjrriate fluxes G'Hpi) for the k-th equation, so that each component 
of the N-vector {u ') is a conserved quantity. Moieover, we have the quadratic 
conserved quantity
)  (6.18)
where
9(o)ij — 9(o) — {y(o)ij) —
Wll
iju‘ ‘C
/ 0 0 0  1 ^
0 0 1 Ü
0 1 0  0
1 0 0  0 /
associate(:1 with the
(6.19)
structure which we shall define below. The function H\ will serve as the first 
Hamiltonian function for the second Hamiltonian structure.
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These elemantary conserved quantities are evident if we consider the zeroth 
order conservation laws
d i p .  = d p . (6 .2 0 )
at dx
The elimination of the flux in eq{6.20) gives a necessary condition for the 
conserved densities
d p iK v i  =  Ojd,Kvi (6.21)
which are trivially satisfied by u' ’s and follows from eq(6.19) for / / j .
The first Hamiltonian structure of N-component Kodama equations is an 
immedicite consequence of their consei'va.tive form and ai'e defined by the constant 
coefficient Hamiltoniiin operator
J?  =  C )  (6 .2 2 )
with given by eq(6.19). The corresponding Hamiltonian function //.) can be 
obtained l.^ y solving the system of first order j^artial differential equations
Í6.2.3)
The integrability conditions
iJ(o)ik 9(o)ik (6,24)
of eq(6.23) are satisfied and hence the first Hamiltonian structure is guaranteed.
6.3 Dimensional analysis
For the N-component Koda.ma equations we assign to the viiriable u‘ the 
dimension
2N -  1 -  i
[fo] =  , /V > 1 (G.2.5)
so the highest dimension is two and the lowest is one. We find from the 
dimensional eqiuitions corresponding to eq(6.16) that [x] — [fj =  1 . Then in 
the Hamiltonicin equcitions of motion
■u\ = dp-n = Ji^  dpil (6.26)
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the first order hydrodynamic type Hamiltonian operator Ji, or more precisely 
r  +  in eq(6.40) below, is required to have dimensions
=
2N -  i -  j  
N -  \ (6.27)
which are symmetric in i , j .  VVe see immediately that for tlie upper-left triangle 
and cross-diagonal of ,7] we liave
1 <  [./;·'] < ‘2 , fo r  t +  J  < N +  1
which indicates a linear dependence on u' 's, while for the low'er-i'ight tria.ngh:
0 < [•7,'·'] < 1 , fo r  i +  j  > N +  1
which is excluded by the range of [ti’J’s. In order to satisfy eq(6.29), we must 
eitlier liave an operator with zeros in the lower-right triangle, exce].)t which 
has constant coefficient, or introduce variables with dimension less than one. 
Obviously, the first case is a very restrictive class of Hamiltonian operators even 
without reference to any particular hytlrodynamical system. .Vloreover, it is easy 
to prove that such an operator does not satisfy the .]acol)i identities.
Thus we are led to define the ratios of polynomials in u'. To this end we note 
that the Vcuiables with a maximal number of different dimensions in between zero 
and one can be obtained by defining the N-2 ratios
u
,pv-l 1 < ,: < -  2
with dimensions satisfyi
1 1 1 tact, vvitli these* cle*iiiiitions we have a complete set of dimensions
(consirmi), . . ( « ' 1
ranging from zero to two in steps of 1/{N — 1 ). Note the absence of the quotient 
which has negative dimension.
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So far we have clarified the diiriensional considertitioiis for why the second 
Hamiltonian operator, not only for N=3,4, which we have given in the previous 
section, but for generic N involves tlie inverse powers of These are
manifestations of the restrictions imposed by the Jacobi identities.
Now we shall describe the construction of the Ansatz for ./j with dimensions 
(6.27) and involving the polynomials in the variables td, C whose dimensions 
form a comlete set. These rational polynomials will contain the monomials of the 
form
, 0 < « . ,o , : integers (6.33)
in a particular entry Jl  ^ for given N. The monomials (6.33) are required to satisfy 
the dimensional relations
2 N - i - j  -  2(A''-2)rti +  ... + (7V-l)«A? +  (A ·-2 )a ·)+ ... +  2a'Am.} + a'yv- 2  · (6.34)
The number of different monomials in is the number of different sets of 
si.)lutions {f/,],..., a,v. O',..... o,Y-2 ) of eq(6.34) for given i . j  a.nd N. 4'his is a 
problem of additive number theory concerning the representations of a given 
positive integer in the set of positive integers, and eq(6.34) is a linear Diophantine 
equation in this set. The required number of difl'erent solutions of eq(6.34) is 
called the partition function p{2N —i — j ) ,  and is generated by the product
1■ 2N-2
(6..35)
which is a formula due to Euler. Tlie partition function depends on the sum i +  j  
and hence the entries of J, along the lines drawn parallel to the cross-diagonal 
involve the same monomials with unknown coefficients. The number of entries of 
•7] having the same Ansatz is given by
(6.36)
i j  — I i f  i d- j  <  N -\-1 
2N — {i +  7 — 1) i f  f +  7 > yV +  1
coiresponding to the upper-left triangle including cross-diagonal and the lower- 
right triangle, respectively. Thus, the total number of constants in a general
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Ansatz for J] will be
yv + l 2 ..V
E ('■ + J -  l)p (2 A^  - * - i )  +  E (2 A/ - r - j - l ·  V)p{2N -  -  j )  . (6.37)
■ i+j=2  i-f j=/V-h2
However, tlie condition.s on J| to define a Hamiltonian .structure compatible with 
the first one liave immedia.te consequences which we shall discuss in the next 
section.
6.4 Bi-Hamiltonian atructure and sequences 
of conserved quantities
The cuicdysis of last section is suHicient to write an Ansatz for a matrix of 
diflerential o|:>erators having as many constants as given by eq(6.37). This 
operator is going to define the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the N-component 
Kodama equations provided it gives· eq(6 .2 ) via eq(6.26), and it satisfies the 
.la.c.obi identities. VVe sha.ll also I'eriuii'e the second Hamiltonian operator to 
be compatible with (6 .2 2 ). In ])articular, we can infer from the compatibility 
conditions that P'' and P'^  must depend linearly on v.' only. Surprisingly, this 
is also the restriction on the second Hamiltonian operator if we require the 
Hamiltonian structures for the N-component case to I’educe to those of shallow 
water equations'^^ in the N=2 limit. This limit is achieved by tlie transformations
(6.38)
which pi'oduce singular .Jacobians for the transformations of Hamiltonian 
operators according to the rule
J J J J ' (6.39)
Evidently, we have found that the second Hamiltonian operators of Kodama 
equations arise from a framework where the integers a,· are all set to zero except 
one when i j  <  N -f 1 is sati.sfied. In this latter case all « ¿ ’s are zero. This 
reduces the number of unknown constants greatly. We shall further give the N'^
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of the constants in the Ansatz as coefficients of the linear terms in u' and To 
this end we write the Hamiltonian operator ,Ji in a suitable form
J, = (r  + F')D + r , (C.40)
using the N X N matrix F given, in the final form, by eq(6.15) with superscript 
/ denoting the transpose. This form is an immediate consequence of the 
skew-adjointness on arbitrary ntatrix of first order diiferential o])erators. In 
the differential- geometric terminology of Dubrovin and Novikov (6.40) is the 
Liouville-Poisson type hydrodynamic operator defined on the N-dimensional 
phcise spacoxs when the coordinates u' are conserved quantities.'
Constructing the functions in F according to the procedure of the last .section 
and determining the unknown constants from .Jacobi identities we thus obtain the 
second Hamiltonian structure. Then by the celebrated theorem of Magri^ *^  the 
bi-Hamiltonian structure enables us to generate infinite sequences of conserved 
quantities. For N-component Kodama equations repeated application of the 
lecursion 0 ])eratoi·
Kt =  J;’ ilDlt D -'  (6.41)
give (N -1 ) sets of infinities of these functions starting from the elementary 
conserved densities u‘ , i — 1 , 2 , ...,A^ — 1 with being the trivial Casimir for 
each N. As we have shown for N==2,3, the missing N-th sequence may end/start 
from a nontrivial Ca.simir.
From the dimension of recursion operator we .see that the / —th set of conserved 
quantities start with the dimension [n‘ ] and proceed by increasing the dimension 
b}' one at each recursive step. Thus the n, —th conserved quantity in the i —th 
sequence have the dimension
{n +  2 )yV — (?r -f 1 ) — i
iw;.i = N -  1
(6.42)
Accordingly we can write an .Ansatz for I-J¡^  and determine the constant 
coefficients of monomials from tlie conser\'ation equation (6 .2 0 ) instead of solving 
the recursion relations. The first sequence { // , ’ } of conserved quantities which
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starts irom w* consists of polynomials not containing the inverse powers of 
^/v-i Hamiltonian functions of the bi-Hamiltonian structure belong to this
sequence.
The construction of conserved quantities is further simplified by noting that 
d/du^ acts as the inverse of the recursion o])eraior for each sequence. Thus once 
the Ansatz for the n —th function is solved the conserved densities previous to it 
can be obtained by applying O/Ou^ repeatedly.
6.5 Worked example: 5-component Kodama 
equations
The second Hcuniltonian operators for .'f and 4-coni]3onent Kodama equations 
were presented at the beginning of this chajjter. They can easily be obteiined by 
the construction thereon and this section will serve to illustrate the procedure on 
the next example. We consider the b-component case for which we have 3 rational 
variables f  \ i =  1,2,3. To determine the Ansatz we look for the .solutions of the 
equations
10 — i — j  =  3o'i d- 2q'2 d- «3 (6-43)
for i j  — 2,3, ...,10 the last of which is trivial. Each different solution set 
{a i ,  « 2 , 0 :3 ) will give a monomial in .7)^  when used as powers of The number 
of these monomials will be determined from the Euler formula (6.35)
( 1  -  =  1 +   ^+  +  3<^  T 4/;' -h hC -b 7C -b S f  -b ... (6.44)
from which we read that there are seven different solutions for i -f j  -  4. 
The.se are (0 ,0 ,6), (0,1,4), (0,2,2), (0 ,3 ,0), (1,0,3), (1 ,1 ,1), (2,0,0). The 
corresponding monomials involving rational variables in .7^  ^ are obtained by using 
these numbers as ex])onents of «f’s. Together wiih the linear dependence on 
we get the following Ansatz for Jp  containing eight arbitrary constants
d-a 2 (C^ )'^  d-«3^^(e^)“ d -« ,(i '^ )^ (f )·^  +  « 5 ( f  )^
d- +  «s(<i’ )^  (6.45)
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There is no other entry of J] with the same Ansatz. Similarly, we obtain five 
diilerent solutions of eq(6.43) for i -f j  = 5  and construct the monomials
( e v ,  e i e f ,  l e y e ,  e e  (6.46)
foi' an Ansatz tor and Alter having the the form of entries with
this essentially combinatoric procedure, it remains to determine the constants 
from the .Jacobi identities. In spite of the great simplifications achieved by our 
knowledge of the entries of the Hamiltonian operator, this is a tedious algebraic 
computation. We give the final form of second Hanidtonian operator for the 
.5-component Kodama equation
.7,
7-iH 6u'^ 5(7'* 477·’ ^ Sxil 0)
7xH %nH^ 4(7/.^ '* .3777^ '2 1 477^ . 3777^ .- 2xxif 777 j.'* 0
d'lH bnH'^ 3 ??(*'* 27/7*‘ D - l · -
S
4(7;) 3'iny 2m:.y rx-y 0
5u‘' AmH·' 37/i'^ '' 27ii.'*'’ 777··'" 4(7^ ', 3777 ’^ .'* 2xn.y xri'y 0
\fhC 3m ^■'2 5 ) i^ 4u^ , 3777,^ ;’ 2xnf m y o j
where
=  'ir
ril ■ 23
-
l (u- )1 \2
2  {u<)7 + 2
+ - +  3-
u —
■idxH uy-iHy y H y
u^ xi^  {xHy^  xH{u y^  ^ 5
u ' -
1 3
' u^ u'^  1 {xHy^
l y n y  ^^ iH ixrr H u ^ r
'll
2u
2  {xBy ’
1
Xxn
3 ‘\ XL' ^.^xHxH
.3\3
XI
xr
2
xr
3 \ 2
( t ^
{■ir'y ' {xHy+
( i5 _
(u^ )2  ’
—
■iH
xr
(6 .2fS)
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6.6 Reductions of dispersionless-Boussinesq 
and Benney Equations
In this section we sliall consider two more systems which are again due to 
Kodama. We shall first cast them into a form where the formulas of the second 
section and the dimensional analysis of the third section can be applicable. This 
will also enable us to recognize that the two systems are actually the same up to 
a symmetry transformation. We shall see that the second Hamiltonian structure 
of these systems cannot be defined with the quadratic conserved density (6.18) 
which is common to all systems having Jo as their first Hamiltonian operator. 
The choice of Hamiltonian density will be a crucial step in the construction of 
the second Hamiltonian structure. In spite of the dimensional considerations of 
both of the Hamiltonian operator and the density, we shall need more detailed 
analysis of the recursion relations (6.26) of the bi-Hamiltonian structure.
The hydrodynamic type equations
toi \ 0  \0 1
wi 0 1
-W 2 —3wi 0  y
W2
\Wo J
(6.49)W2
have been considered by Kodama^® in connection with the reduction of the 
Zabolostkaya-Khokhlov equation (6.1) and are shown to admit the conserved 
densities
Hi = wi
II2 =  W2
I-I3 =  W3 +  wl
7/4 =  tU| -f W1W3 2 ^ 2
//5 =  IU2 -f XO2W3
(6.50)
(6.51)
(6.52)
(6.53)
(6.54)
(6.55)
which are infinite in number. In an other context, the first flow of the Lax
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reduction of the Benney moment equations
(v ,  ^ / 0 1 0 ^ (v ,  \
V2 - 2 u i  0 1 V2
1 3^ J t —V2 0 0 y V3 yi
(6.56)
admitting the infinite sequence of conserved densities
in =  Vi (6.57)
in =  V2 (6.58)
in  ^ 2=  Vo----- V,2 ‘ (6.59)
in =  0 (6.60)
in ~  +  ^1^3 +  2^ i^ ~  II1H3 +  2 ^ 2 (6.61)
ih =  —UjU2 +  V2V3 =  — — / / ^ / / 2  +  H2H3 (6.62)
Hi 3 2 3 , 3 2  5 4=  “ 2^ i^2 + 2 ^ 3 - 2 ^ 1 ^ 3  +  gi i^ (6.63)
(6.64)
by (jibbons and Kodama.*^®
For ease of the investigation of their second Hamiltonian structures, eqs(6.49) 
and (6.56) can be put into a form of a triplet of conservation laws whereby they 
admit Jo as a first Hamiltonian operator. For this purpose we define the first 
three functions in the above sequences as the new variables Then both
of the systems (6.49) and (6.56) become
u \V
lU
/t
0 \ „  \V
w
\ u  /
(6.65)
 ^ 0 1 
- V  0 1
— XU — V  0
Tims the Kodama reduction of the dispersionless-Boussinesq equation and the 
Lax reduction of the Benney moment equations lead to the same hydrodynamic 
type system and the equations (6.56) can be obtained from (6.49) using the 
combined transformations
3
Vj =  uq , X>2 =  W2 , =  W3 +  2 ^ 1 (6.66)
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Having had this identification, from now on, we shall refer only to the system 
(6.49).
The Hamiltonian density of the first Hamiltonian structure of (6.65) is
//Í  =  - - v ^ w  +  uw
 ^ 2
(6.67)
which is the image of / / 5  under the given coordinate transformation. The system 
(6.49) has no non-trivial scaling symmetry among the field variables whereas the 
fields in (6.65) (as well as those of (6.56)) satisfy the dimensional equations with
M =  i .  H  =  5 . M  =  2
and this requires [.c] — [¿] =  1 / 2 .
In the new variables, the conserved densities of (6.49) become
1 2 1 2u, w, u, uv +  - w  , uw — -w v  , ...
and the corresponding sequence of dimensions read
3 71 - 2  3 -
’ 2 ’ ’ ’ 2 ’ ■■■
(6.68)
(6.69)
(6.70)
which indicates that a conserved density with dimension 5/2 is absent. This fact 
manifest itself in a non-existence result for a second Hamiltonian structure with 
the density Hq. In contrary to all our earlier examples, we are now faced with 
a system where the choice of the Hamiltonian density is a crucial step in the 
construction of the second Hamiltonian structure.
Because the new coordinates are conserved quantities, we can restrict 
ourselves to a Liouville-Poisson type operator (6.40) for the second Hamiltonian 
structure and let
p <1 r \
k rn Ir =  m I (6.71)
\ f  9 h j
be the matrix in eq(6.40) defining this operator. The Hamiltonian equations of
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motion for the second structure give the following equations
 ^ [p] [7 ] [r]^ ' 1 -  [H] 3 -  |W] 1 -  (//] '
= [k] [m] [/] 3 - [ « I  l - i u ]  4 - 1 / / 1
vLi] [7 ] [h] j  ^ 1 -  [tf| 4  -  (//] 1  -  [ H] ,
(6.72)
satisfied by the dimensions of the entries of the second Hamiltonian operator 
and that of the Hamiltonian density, II, associated with this structure. Once 
the function II is chosen, one can proceed by applying the procedure of the 
previous sections to write an Ansatz for the second Hamiltonian operator and 
check whether it satisfies the equations of motion, .Jacobi identities and the 
compatibility conditions. However, there are immediate consequences of the 
recursion relations (6.26) which, together with eq(6.72), lead us to the unique 
determination of tlie second Hamiltonian operator. Taking adventage of the fact 
that we are dealing with three component systems and Liouville-Poisson type 
Hamiltonian oparetors where the formulas are not so much involved, we shall 
now give an analysis of the recursion relations. We shall extend this analysis 
beyond our purposes of constructing merely the second Hamiltonian operator and 
show that the recursion relations are in fact stronger than the .Jacobi identity and 
the compatibility conditions. This has been first proposed by Olver™ for every 
Hamiltonian operator of any bi-Hamiltonian system, but a general proof, to our 
knowledge, is still absent. The result for two component hydrodynamic type 
operators have been obtained by Nutku.^^
For notational simplicity, we introduce the coloumn vectors 7 * of F and 7 ' of 
F* with the components given according to the eq(6.71) and
i  k \  (  f \
-3m
/  p \
7 f  =
\ r  J  ^ /
g
h j
(6.73)
The quantities involved in the operators and the densities are functionally 
independent from the derivatives of the fields. Using this fact and the proposed 
form of Hamiltonian operators, the recursion relation (6.26) can be written as
(F -h V^)diVII„ + a,rv//„ = (6.74)
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where V  is the gradient operator and we have extended the relation for 
two consequetive liaiiiiltonian densities. The integrability conditions of these 
equations are obtained by eliminating lln+i on the right
dirdjVI/n = djCdiVH, (6.75)
which give, for the elemantary quadratic conserved quantity f/o, the following 
nine equations
(6.76)~2 ~3Iv =  Iw > l l 7I^ u 7 ' = 7 'Iw lu
which are written in a vector form. Assuming Ji satisfies the .Jacobi identity, 
these equations are also necessary and sufficient for Jo Ji to be compatible. 
An other nine equations from (6.75) can obtained using Hamiltonian density of 
the first Hamiltonian structure
Jv =  -  Vj I — - wjI  +
l l  =  -^^7,* +  7v 7w =  -^ 7 u  -  ^7,
X
z,\ I z,\ z,3 _  ...-,1 (6.77)
7 "/ u 7,1 — .yl lu Iv
where we have used eqs(6.76).
We can get six equations from eqs(6.74) because of the appearent symmetries 
of the matrices. For various choices of Hn and 7 /„fi from the sequence of 
conserved densities as consequetive functions, one can always end up with the 
relations
2 / 1 =  2v^p — w[k +  q)
g +  I =  2wp — v{k +  q) (6.78)
2m =  f  +  1' — 2vp
which turn out to be the sufficient relations together with eqs(6.77) for the 
satisfaction of Jacobi identity. In other words, using eqs(6.77), the equations 
resulting from the Jacobi identity can be reduced to the relations (6.78). Thus 
eqs(6.77) and eqs(6.78) are necessary and sufficient for the Jacobi identity to be 
satisfied by Ji and for Ji to be compatible with Jq.
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The integrability conditions of eqs(6.77) give three vector equations
Twtu
•I _
Im, =  -'-Huu, +  ^7.2;r,lUU (6.79)
7ti;ii/ ^7iu 7«i
which written in components, these equations are nothing but eqs(2.59) satisfied 
by the zeroth order conserved densities. Thus the functions p, q and r must 
be elements of the sequence of conserved densities. The proper choice of the 
Hamiltonian density, which seem to be crucial here, and the entries of the first 
row of r  can be done most conveniently using eqs(6.72). We find
/ V 2w 3« ^
lu 2u — —3vw
—2vw  ^
and the Hamiltonian density, / / ,  is xv/2. The recursion operator (6.41) divides 
the sequence (6.69) into three infinite sequences
r  = (6.80)
V , liU +  - w
l o  5 o  . 5 o  5 o o  1
1
2^
-u^v +  -----
2 2 2
3
4^
uiv -----wv
2
u 3 2 3 o 1 ,- u  - - v w  +
, 3ivu — Zxiwv  ^+  ~  2vw'  ^ , ...
-U'  ^+  -~uv  ^ — -W^ +  -----—uvw^
2 4 8  3 2
(C.81)
and keeps each of them separate. For each of these sequences dfdu plays the role 
of the inverse of the recursion operator. The missing density with dimension 5 / 2  
is in fact the second element of an infinite sequence of functions. There is no 
conserved quantity with dimension ( 1  + 4 ?i)/2 , n =  0 , 1 , 2 ,... in any of the above 
three sequences.
The bi-Hamiltonian structure of the eq(6.49) can be obtained using the inverse 
transformation and eq(6.39). The first is defined by the function / / 5  and the 
operator
0 0 D
7‘ —Jq
\
0
D
D
0
0
- 2 { x o \ D D w i )  j
(6.82)
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The second Hamiltonian operator is given by
+
 ^ 2w], iiW2 4ti;3 ''
d
- H1U2 2 (2 w3 +  wj) — i\lUiW2 dx
dtca —l\xo\W2 — 16iyiiC3 — Swl — CiWj y
. l^V2x \
W2x (2 W3  +  wDx — 5WiW2x — 9w2Wix
W3x. —QWiW2x — 2u>2Wix -(3 u ;f +  Iwl +  8 1 0 1 ^ 3 )0; j
(6.83)
and the corresponding Hamiltonian density is W2/2 . Note that the first operator 
is of Liouville-Poisson type whereas the second is not.
Chapter 7
Discussion and conclusions
Dynamical systems with 3 degrees of freedom which admit bi-IIamiltoiiian 
structure are of two types. Either they are expressible in the form of eq.(2.24)
< *1, X  > =  dli\ A dll2
and the solution of the Pfaif system (2.7) yields Hi , II2 and M  which contain all 
the information required for constructing the Poisson 1-forms J\ and J2 · hi this 
case we have complete integrability in the sence of Liouville and Nambu mechanics 
is a special case. A nontrivial first cohomology class is an obstruction for the 
dynamical system to have such a structure globally. Or it can be characterized by 
an 5 / 2  structure on the phase space. Such a structure has a nonvanishing invariant 
3-form which is an obstruction to the existence of integrating factors for the two 
Poisson 1-forms. This lead us to associate non-local conserved quantities for the 
Poisson 1-forms. As we have shown by a simple tri-Hamiltonian example, the 
classes of dynamical systems having one of these two structures are not disjoint.
We liave presented the explicit forms of Poisson structure that are obtained 
for various well-known dynamical systems in physics and biology that provide 
examples of both of these types. Each of the examples manifest at least one 
important property from the general discussions. First of all the resulting 
structures consist of nonlinear extensions of Lie algebras and include q-algebras 
as a particular case. We observe in the example of Maxwell-Bloch that a
81
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nonlinear Poisson structure can be mapped into a linear one by a transformation 
whose Jacobian determinant is the multiplier of the original system. Obviously, 
the existence of such a transformation is related to the classification problem 
of Poisson structures. One can also conclude from the examples that the 
manifestation of the complete integrability of the dynamical systems are somehow 
hidden in finding a suitable coordinate systems.
Any two compatible structures, by definition, can be viewed as a deformation 
structure. So it is natural to have deformed algebraic structures from the 
compatible Poisson structures. The techniques we have presented for constructing 
the Poisson structure appropriate to a dynamical system allows for the possibility 
of incorparating arbitrary constants both in Poisson 1 -forms or the Hamiltonian 
structure matrices as well as the Hamiltonian functions. This enables one 
to investigate the arbitrary deformations of the dynamical systems and the 
underlying algebraic structures which in particular includes q-algabras. The 
fact that the q-deformations of algebraic structures has nothing to the with the 
quantization and can be obtained at the classical level have been shown recently.^®
It arises from the geometry of tangent space appropriate to the dynamical 
systems that the existence of a simple compatible vector field is the most useful 
in investigation of Poisson structures. As a by product, we have obtained 
four equations which determine the two independent conserved quantities of 
a dynamical system admitting a compatible vector field. The limit cycle and 
the Lorenz systems are examples of use of this technique and its extension for 
conserved quantities having explicit time dependence.
In the second part of the work, we have shown that Euler’s equation governing 
the propagation of plane sound waves of finite amplitude can be cast into 
form of 2 -component equations of hydrodynamic type. The first Hamiltonian 
function of this system can be identified with the first conserved quantity in 
the Lagrangian sequence of gas dynamics. The quadri-Hamiltonian structure 
of gas dynamics can therefore be carried over to Euler’s equation. We have 
further shown that the quasi-linear second order wave equation( 5.3) arising both 
from our discussion of two component systems and from a continuous limit of
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Toda lattice also admits quadri-IIamiltonian structure. With these examples we 
have concluded the discussion of multi-Hamiltonian structure of two component 
systems of hydrodynanric type. This conclusion have also been obtained recently 
by Doyle^^ in his thesis from a symmetry consideration.
We have found explicitly the bi-Hamiltonian structure of a generalization 
of shallow water hierarchy due to Kodama. We belive that the combinatoric 
character of construction will be useful in the investigation of structures of the 
multicomponent Hamiltonian systems in general. We have kept the construction 
more general than we needed for Kodama equations since it can be applied to 
any system where the variables admit scaling properties. The Jacobi identities 
are thereby reduced to an exercise in linear algebra for the determination of the 
unknown coefficients.
The multi-IIcvmiltonian structure of multi-component equations of hydrody­
namic type is a remarkably rich subject as the results reported in the references 
together with this work will indicate. In particular, the Hamiltonian structure 
of equations which are obtained from different reductions of the dKP equation 
requires further investigation.
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